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Are Intuition 
and Expertise 
Enough?

I believe in the power of intuition. I believe even more in the power of intuition fueled by hard-earned ex-
pertise. This pairing is key to producing thought leadership content marketing programs that succeed.

But as you and I know, intuition and expertise aren’t always enough in a world driven by return on 
investment. With all the data at their disposal, business leaders want to know: Are your content mar-
keting efforts paying off? Is your thought leadership hitting the mark with your audience?

These questions drove our own thinking when we developed the Thought Leadership IndexTM (TLI), 
a proprietary measure of exactly what your target audience thinks of you. The TLI is a heady mix of 
analytics and perception designed to ensure that all the intuition and expertise you put into content 
marketing yields results. It’s quantitative and qualitative, and a useful tool to benchmark your content 
marketing. Learn more about how it works and which brands benefit most on p. 20.

The TLI is a reflection of how content marketing must adapt to an evolving world—and it’s not the 
only one you’ll find in this issue of orange. Assigning social content to the youngest members on your 
team and setting them loose no longer counts as strategy in an era when social media journalism is 
journalism (p. 22). The most effective way to create business-driving expert content is probably not 
what we’ve been told, reports our 5 Truths About B2B feature (p. 38). Semantic search is changing 
the SEO game from one of simple text entry to one in which intent matters (p. 66). Associations are 
faced with the need to futureproof before the future makes them obsolete (p. 54).

My intuition and expertise tell me we’ll all be better content marketers if we stay on top of these ever-
adapting topics.

James Meyers
Founder, President and CEO
Imagination
jmeyers@imaginepub.com
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social seen

How did talking to inanimate objects become 
the norm? Top marketers sound off .
By Courtney Fishman

Alexa. Cortana. Siri. Virtual assistants are a growing reality in our homes. But 
just how far into our personal lives are we willing to let them go? Industry in-
siders on LinkedIn, Twitter and Medium tackle the impact of voice marketing.  

“Amazon’s Alexa is 
becoming one of the most 

prominent voices ... because 
Amazon did a lot of work in 

the last two years to build an 
ecosystem around Alexa.”
Michelle Evans, global head of digital consumer 

research, Euromonitor

“We’re going to have to 
understand: for brands 

that have been built 
by imagery, by visuals, 
by photos, by video—
they’re also going to 
have to have a voice 

going forward.”
Keith Weed, CMO, Unilever

“IT’S FASCINATING 
THE DEGREE TO 

WHICH ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE CAN 
... HELP NURTURE 

AND FUND A 
WHOLE NEW BREED 

OF INTERNET 
SUPERSTARS.”

Keith Weed, CMO, Unilever

“Our kids interact with Alexa daily. ... 
They have the capacity to understand 

the broader concepts of AI and the 
questions it poses, fueled by the 

endless curiosity of a child.”
Boaz Lahovitsky, SVP, Genpact 

“It’s easy to start 
treating your 

digital assistant 
like a person and 
referring to it as 

‘she.’ I believe that 
practice is not only 
counter-productive, 

it’s dangerous.”
Nicholas Brazzi, staff author, Lynda.com

“YOU CANNOT SPELL RETAIL WITHOUT AI.”
Shelley Bransten, SVP retail industry, Salesforce

“VOICE WILL 
CHALLENGE 
MARKETERS 
... TO CREATE 
‘SKILLS’ OR 

PODCASTS THAT 
ARE ACTUALLY 
USEFUL TO THE 
CONSUMER AND 

NOT DIGITAL 
ADS THAT 

INTERRUPT, 
IRRITATE OR 

TRICK THEM.”
Kristin Lemkau, CMO, 

JPMorgan Chase

“This is the 
next battle 
for invisible 
marketing—
being there 
at the point 
of intent. … 

Brands have to 
start thinking 

about how they 
drop into these 

moments.”
Christian Ward, head of 

media and marketing, Stylus

“While the fi nancial services 
industry has already begun the shift 
from active management to passive 
management, artifi cial intelligence 

will move the market even further, to 
management by smart machines.”

Barry Libert, co-founder and CEO, OpenMatters

“UNDERSTANDING 
THE ROLE OF 

VOICE AND 
VOICE SEARCH 

IS GOING TO 
BE INCREDIBLY 

IMPORTANT FOR 
MARKETERS. 

IT’S ESTIMATED 
THAT BY 2020, 

50% OF ALL 
SEARCHES WILL 
BE ON VOICE.”

Keith Weed, CMO, Unilever

“The extent to which 
voice queries will 

infl uence SEO is still a 
guessing game.”
Guido Gobetti, digital manager, Lyreco

“SOON WE’LL CONTROL OUR 
DEVICES WITH OUR BODY 

LANGUAGE, NOT OUR VOICE.”
David Rose, VP vision technology, Warby Parker

“ In the new world of  market ing, 
AI  can be an unusual  a l ly.”

Daryl Pereira, creative lead, IBM Watson and Cloud Platform

#Voicemarketing

“Don’t pretend that 
you’ve never had a 

deep and meaningful 
conversation with Siri!”

David Mattin, global head of trends and 
insights, TrendWatching
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the lede

Attention spans are shrinking. Or so the story goes.
Conventional wisdom dictates all those 10-second Snaps, 

tweets, GIFs and other infi nitely snackable content formats have 
ushered in an age of distraction addicts who don’t do long-form.

But there’s no hard data to support that assumption. The Micro-
soft stat about people having an 8-second attention span that every-
one likes to quote? Long story, but it doesn’t quite hold up, according 
to a 2017 BBC article. At least one psychology lecturer argues in the 
piece that measuring the “average” attention span is, in itself, an 
absurd proposition. “How much attention we apply to a task will vary 
depending on what the task demand is,” Gemma Briggs of The Open 
University told the network.

People are perfectly capable of paying atten-
tion for extended periods—they’re just picky about 
what deserves their precious time. 

And some content creators are taking note. The 
Atlantic, National Geographic and Time have been 
breaking out long-form social posts. Entrepreneur 
ran one Instagram post rhapsodizing candy queen 
Dylan Lauren for more than 330 words—and snared 
nearly 4,000 likes.

Going long has paid off  for the epitome of short-
and-sweet content—the tweet, which doubled in 
size last fall. Company co-founder Jack Dorsey 
told reporters in February that user engagement 
has increased following the change with “more 
mentions” and “more people returning to Twitter.”

This doesn’t give marketers a license to go all 
verbose. With a constant fl ood of controversial deep-dive think 
pieces and cute cat videos competing for their free moments, people 
want to know what they’re getting from an in-depth piece—before 
they commit. To clarify the payoff  up front, brands can take a page 
from the digital publisher playbook. Quartz at Work, for example, 
is running a multipart series sponsored by Mercedes-Benz explor-
ing the fi ght for gender equality at work. Quartz plans to release 

four long-form digital issues—and pulls no punches about what to 
expect: “This is not a list,” reads the fi rst sentence. “It’s a collection of 
insights from visionaries around the world aimed at anyone commit-
ted to empowering women.” If a user’s interest is piqued, he or she 
can scroll down the page to see short descriptions of the women and 
then click through to read the interviews of interest.

Some brands are sprinkling in a bit of star power to lure users 
into longer content. GE tapped news correspondent Alie Ward and 
MythBusters host Adam Savage for its In the Wild video series. The 
11 episodes—the longest of which is just over eight minutes—give 
viewers a behind-the-scenes look at the labs, testing grounds and 
transportation hubs where the rubber of GE innovations hits the 

road. The most popular video, a six-and-a-half-minute 
look at how train engines are made, snared more than 
1.1 million views.

Emotional storytelling can also inspire people to stay 
engaged with long-form content—as long as it hooks 
them from the start. REI’s The Mirnavator, for example, 
opens with a series of insults slung at plus-sized runner 
Mirna Valerio. The 11-minute mini-doc shows the body 
shaming and harassment she suff ered at the hands of 
strangers as she trained for a 50K race. Her story found 
an audience online—and the video went viral. It racked 
up more than 6 million views—80 percent of which came 
from organic traffi  c—and more than 50,000 shares across 
channels, according to Adweek, which awarded the video 
its ARC award for best use of long-form nonfi ction. 

Although REI began carrying a greater range of 
clothing sizes in conjunction with the release of this video, Paolo 
Mottola, managing editor at REI, says this type of content inten-
tionally exists outside the traditional sales funnel. 

“We’re reaching people who have diff erent needs and interests at 
diff erent times,” Mottola told the Content Marketing Institute. “It’s 
not a linear relationship and not always about retail transactions 
with our business.”

Attention spans are shrinking.
Conventional wisdom dictates all those 10-second Snaps, 

tweets, GIFs and other infi nitely snackable content formats have 
ushered in an age of distraction addicts who don’t do long-form.

But there’s no hard data to support that assumption. The Micro-
soft stat about people having an 8-second attention span that every-
one likes to quote? Long story, but it doesn’t quite hold up, according 
to a 2017 BBC article. At least one psychology lecturer argues in the 
piece that measuring the “average” attention span is, in itself, an 
absurd proposition. “How much attention we apply to a task will vary 
depending on what the task demand is,” Gemma Briggs of The Open 
University told the network.

People are perfectly capable of paying atten-
tion for extended periods—they’re just picky about 
what deserves their precious time. 

And some content creators are taking note. 
Atlantic
breaking out long-form social posts. 
ran one Instagram post rhapsodizing candy queen 
Dylan Lauren for more than 330 words—and snared 
nearly 4,000 likes.

Going long has paid off  for the epitome of short-
and-sweet content—the tweet, which doubled in 
size last fall. Company co-founder Jack Dorsey 
told reporters in February that user engagement 
has increased following the change with “more 
mentions” and “more people returning to Twitter.”

This doesn’t give marketers a license to go all 
verbose. With a constant fl ood of controversial deep-dive think 
pieces and cute cat videos competing for their free moments, people 
want to know what they’re getting from an in-depth piece—
they commit. To clarify the payoff  up front, brands can take a page 
from the digital publisher playbook. Quartz at Work, for example, 
is running a multipart series sponsored by Mercedes-Benz explor-
ing the fi ght for gender equality at work. Quartz plans to release 

The 
Long 
and 
Short 
of It

In High Demand
of b2b 
marketers 
said their 
demand-gen 
budgets will 
grow this 
year.

Source: 2018 Demand Generation 
Benchmark Survey, Demand Gen Report

70%

The Elusive Value of Social
Marketing teams know their brands need social content. But they’re not always 
sure why. According to a 2017 survey conducted by Altimeter and Hootsuite, 84 
percent of brands track and measure the eff ectiveness of social media eff orts 
against defi ned goals and objectives. Yet 29 percent say they’re still trying to 
prove its value. The main culprit? A massive talent gap: Nearly half of respon-
dents said their organization lacks the skills to work with social data sets. 

Intel help may be on the way. CMOs plan to increase their spending on market-
ing analytics by 229 percent in the next three years, according to a survey by 
Deloitte, Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business and the American Market-
ing Association. Plus, 38 percent of companies reported using analytics prior to 
making a decision in August 2017—up from 29 percent four years earlier.

PEOPLE ARE 
PERFECTLY 
CAPABLE OF 

PAYING ATTENTION 
FOR EXTENDED 

PERIODS—THEY’RE 
JUST PICKY 

ABOUT WHAT 
DESERVES THEIR 
PRECIOUS TIME. 

ISO Relevance
Voice assistants have upped the ante 
on SEO. Rather than typing a ques-
tion into a search engine and looking 
through a long list of links for the 
answer, more people are asking Alexa, 
Siri and Google to do the searching 
for them. To stay relevant, brands will 
have to battle their way into a search 
term’s top spots, says Jared Belsky, 
president of digital agency 360i. 
“There’s going to be a battle for shelf 
space, and each slot should theoreti-
cally be more expensive,” he told 
Adweek. “It’s the same amount 
of interest funneling into a 
smaller landscape.”

ing the fi ght for gender equality at work. Quartz plans to release 
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The voice-activated smart speaker is invading more 
homes. One in 6 Americans owned one as of late De-
cember 2017, a 128 percent jump over January 2017, 
according to a survey by NPR and Edison Research. 
And that explosion is reshaping how people interact 
with content.

More than 70 percent of people with a smart 
speaker say they listen to more audio now, and 28 
percent of that group say they’re listening to more 
podcasts. With so many ears tuning in, brands are 
taking note. 

United Technologies Corp. and Microsoft 
both launched future-focused podcast series last 

summer, each aimed at squarely positioning the 
sponsoring brands as visionary leaders. 

“Microsoft’s goal was to shift the perceptions of 
emerging technology from scary and unknown into 
a tool that can bring about positive change,” Frances 
Harlow, deputy creative director at Gimlet Creative, the 
agency that produces the podcast, told Fast Company. 

In a similar vein, the American Bankers Associa-
tion launched its podcast last October. The 20-minute 
episodes report on news in the fi nancial sector, such 
as tech disruption, regulatory changes and consumer 
trends, and feature interviews with bankers, associa-
tion staff  and industry thought leaders. 

The uptick in branded podcasts shows companies 
see big opportunities, but Apple has been notori-

ously stingy with the data to gauge performance 
on iTunes. That shifted slightly in December, 
when the company rolled out in-episode ana-

lytics that allow publishers to learn just how 
much of their episodes are being consumed. 

the lede

Under the Infl uence

Speak Up

Celebrity endorsements just aren’t what 
they used to be. The incessant fl ood of 
famous faces pushing product on social 
media has left audiences jaded. And it 
doesn’t help that some of the hottest 
infl uencers have accounts padded with 
thousands of fake followers.

That means big names don’t always 
deliver big results—and companies 
are shifting their budgets accordingly. 
A survey by infl uencer tracking fi rm 
Celebrity Intelligence found only half 
worked with TV actors and models, 
while 61 percent of brands worked 
with digital infl uencers in 2017.

“As infl uencer marketing continues 
to mature, it’s becoming more and 
more measurable,” Mike Froggatt, 
director of intelligence at benchmark-
ing fi rm L2, told Digiday. “Brands are 
relying less on cherry-picking from 
a list of infl uencers with big follower 
counts, and throwing money at them 
to see what does and doesn’t stick, and 
starting to utilize more data to fi nd the 
right fi t and actual benefi ts.”

With media hitting an all-time low 
in the 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer, 
new research by visual-commerce 
shop Olapic shows credibility—not 
name recognition—has the biggest 
sway. Authenticity is the top reason 
global consumers trust infl uencers on-
line, according to the November 2017 
survey. And 66 percent cited a need for 
an infl uencer’s content to be relevant 
to their interests.

PAY DAY

Projected infl uencer marketing 
ad spend in 2022
Source: BI Intelligence
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RETURN ON 
INFLUENCE

of global consumers 
say they’ve purchased a 
product or service after 
seeing a related post in 
an infl uencer’s feed. 

Source: Olapic

Marketers who want to tap into that 
power should be prepared to fork over 
serious bank. Fitness guru Lyzabeth 
Lopez charges $3,000 to $5,000 per 
post and as much as $100,000 per 
campaign. She partners with a variety 
of fi tness brands, but carefully curates 
her involvement to avoid devaluing her 
brand. “I turn down six-fi gure social 
media campaigns on a very regular 
basis due to not believing in the prod-
ucts,” she told Forbes.

In the past, partnerships between 
brands and infl uencers often fl ew 
under the radar, making sponsored 
posts seem more like spontaneous 
endorsements. That’s changing with 
the massive infl ux of promo posts. On 
Instagram alone, the number of spon-
sored posts jumped from 139 million in 
September to 171 million in December, 
according to BI Intelligence.

And as the number of sponsored 
posts numbers grows, so does con-
sumer skepticism—and the calls for 
greater transparency.

Last September, the Federal Trade 
Commission settled its fi rst-ever 

complaint against two gaming in-
fl uencers who failed to disclose they 
were part owners of a gambling site 
they endorsed in their social feeds. In 
response to the decision, the agency 
updated its guidelines, recommending 
the companies clearly label sponsored 
posts, preferably with #sponsored 
or #ad. While some brands, like 
Kanye West’s Yeezy fashion label, 
routinely fl out the guidelines, others 
are doubling down on transparency. 
American Express asks its infl uencers, 
ranging from health YouTuber Doctor 
Mike to home decor designer Justina 
Blakeney, to label sponsored posts as a 
“paid partnership” and use the hashtag 
#AmexAmbassadors in social copy.  

31%

$5 billion
TO

$10 billion

The voice-activated smart speaker is invading more 
homes. One in 6 Americans owned one as of late De-
cember 2017, a 128 percent jump over January 2017, 
according to a survey by NPR and Edison Research. 
And that explosion is reshaping how people interact 
with content.

More than 70 percent of people with a smart 
speaker say they listen to more audio now, and 28 
percent of that group say they’re listening to more 
podcasts. With so many ears tuning in, brands are 
taking note. 

United Technologies Corp. and Microsoft 
both launched future-focused podcast series last 

summer, each aimed at squarely positioning the 
sponsoring brands as visionary leaders. 

“Microsoft’s goal was to shift the perceptions of 
emerging technology from scary and unknown into 
a tool that can bring about positive change,” Frances 
Harlow, deputy creative director at Gimlet Creative, the 
agency that produces the podcast, told 

In a similar vein, the American Bankers Associa-
tion launched its podcast last October. The 20-minute 
episodes report on news in the fi nancial sector, such 
as tech disruption, regulatory changes and consumer 
trends, and feature interviews with bankers, associa-
tion staff  and industry thought leaders. 

The uptick in branded podcasts shows companies 
see big opportunities, but Apple has been notori-

ously stingy with the data to gauge performance 
on iTunes. That shifted slightly in December, 
when the company rolled out in-episode ana-

lytics that allow publishers to learn just how 
much of their episodes are being consumed. 

Speak Up

Source: Olapic

complaint against two gaming in-
fl uencers who failed to disclose they 
were part owners of a gambling site 
they endorsed in their social feeds. In 
response to the decision, the agency 
updated its guidelines, recommending 
the companies clearly label sponsored 
posts, preferably with #sponsored 
or #ad. While some brands, like 
Kanye West’s Yeezy fashion label, 
routinely fl out the guidelines, others 
are doubling down on transparency. 
American Express asks its infl uencers, 
ranging from health YouTuber Doctor 
Mike to home decor designer Justina 
Blakeney, to label sponsored posts as a 
“paid partnership” and use the hashtag 
#AmexAmbassadors in social copy.  
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Augmented and virtual reality have 
been the shiny new content toy for a 
while. But The Black Eyed Peas leader 
willi.i.am, for one, is getting bored.

“Somebody has to be a little coura-
geous and do something diff erent … 
to contribute and show the path to all 
the other creatives out there,” he told 
Billboard.

So Marvel and The Black Eyed Peas 
released Masters of the Sun, a multi-
media comic book spinning the tale 
of an East L.A. hip-hop group battling 
an alien god who turns criminals into 
zombies. Co-written by willi.i.am and 
illustrated by Spider-Man artist Da-
mion Scott, the print piece uses aug-
mented reality to incorporate digital 
media, including a musical score and 
voice talent (with the likes of Common 
and Jason Isaacs, no less).

A mobile app allows users to unlock 
surprises throughout the story, includ-
ing special tracks and a video for the 
group’s single “Street Livin’.” The 
Peas also teamed up with Facebook-
owned VR fi rm Oculus to release a VR 
version of the book in late January. 
Available on Gear headsets, it’s one of 
the longest VR experiences out there 
and may set a new bar for what’s to 
come. “I think this is the ultimate art 
form for the next 100 years,” will.i.am 
told TechCrunch.
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Big data gives brands the power to create personalized experiences, but it’s giving 
most of their customers the heebie-jeebies. 

The majority—75%—of consumers fi nd most forms of personalization at least 
somewhat creepy. And even 40% of marketers admit their personalization tactics 
are at least somewhat creepy.

Creeping out customers comes with a cost: 

22% will look for other companies or brands.

21% will tell their friends.

20% will stop using the company or brand.

9% will post negative comments on social media.

Some of this may come down to marketing how you’re marketing.
“We are in the era where consumers don’t know the benefi ts of data and 

have a negative view of it,” Stephane Berube, CMO for Western Europe, L’Oréal, 
told Marketing Week. “Our priority is to bring personalization to consumers and 
be super relevant. From an industry standpoint, we have not done a very good job 
[of explaining] why data can bring relevancy and more meaningful content.”

Peas Face 
New Reality 
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Customized or Creepy?

Number of people who owned VR headsets by the end of 2017

Number of people expected to own VR headsets by 2021

28 million

75.7 million

Source: 2018 CX 
Trends Report, 

inmoment, 2018

Peas Face 
New Reality 

Keep It Moving

of social media users say their favorite type of infl uencer 
content is video—with sound—that plays in their feed. 33 percent

Source: 
Olapic
Source: 
Olapic
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content lab

The second in our comic series starring Calvin Content!
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content lab
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content lab

Our monthly podcast takes 
a deep dive into the content strategy 

and thought leadership topics 
that matter most to associations.     

MOST RECENT EPISODES

Episode 9: 
It’s Time to Futureproof 

Your Association

Episode 10: 
How to Raise your 

Member Voices

imaginepub.com/podcastAN

Each month, we talk shop 
with top content marketers and 
offer insider smarts and 
creative inspiration—over a beer.    

MOST RECENT EPISODES 
Episode 3: 
Creativity in Your Inbox

Episode 4: 
Craft Beer and 
Content Marketing

imaginepub.com/podcastITI

Available on iTunes, Google Play and your favorite podcast apps

associationNation™ 

podcast 
it takes imagination™

podcast
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Ever In the past month

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

40%
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HEAR THAT ROAR?  

Podcast Popularity Growth

The U.S. Podcast Listener at a Glance

Sources: “The Infinite Dial 2017,” Edison Research and Triton Digital, “Nearly a Decade, a Few Books and a War Later, Ben Hammersley Still Most Known for Single Word: 
Podcast,” Michael Wolf, Forbes, Jan. 30, 2013, “The Podcast Consumer 2017,” Edison Research, “Guide to Podcasting” Tow Center for Journalism, December 2017, Podcast 
History Interactive Timeline, KnightLab, 2017

Apple adds podcasts to iTunes
George W. Bush becomes the 
first president to have his weekly 
address delivered as a podcast

Subscription-based 
podcasts launch

Apple 
announces 
1 billion 
podcast 
subscriptions

Apple launches its 
podcast analytics 
serviceSerial debuts 

and hits an 
average of 1 
million 
downloads per 
episode

The Message, 
produced by General 
Electric, reaches No. 1 
on the iTunes chartThe Adam Carolla Show 

becomes the most 
downloaded show in 
history with 59.6 million 
downloads

Portion of Americans 12 or older who have listened to a podcast ...

Monthly Podcast Consumers 12+

The term 
“podcast” is 
coined by Ben 
Hammersley of 
The Guardian

Podcasts are reinvigorating the airwaves with investigative journalism, quirky talk shows and daily 
insights on a world of subjects. People are listening on the drive to work, at home while doing laundry 
and even at the office. An estimated 67 million people are tuned into podcasts each month, and that 
number is on the rise. Major brands like General Electric and eBay are reaching this growing audience 
with original programing. Are you?

Age:
Number of Podcasts 
Listened to Weekly:

Average Time Spent Listening 
to Podcasts Per Week:

7% 12-17
33% 35-54
16% 55+

16% 1
19% 3
20% 4-5
13% 6-10
8% 11+

13% <1
22% 1-3
13% 5-10
15% 10+
1% Don’t Know

44%
18-34

24%
2 podcasts

36%
1-3 hours

2004 2005 2006

2011
201320132013

20142014 2015
2017

Design by Leilah Carroll Text by Eva Yusa

The Undeniable Rise of the Podcast

It is the sound of podcasts taking audiences by storm.

big data
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“THOUGHT 
LEADERSHIP 
CANNOT BE 
ACHIEVED 
WITHOUT 
AUTHORITY, 
TRUST AND 
FORESIGHT.”

been there, done that

If it can’t be measured, does it exist? Ah, the existential side of con-
tent marketing. 

Let’s be honest, we know when content marketing works, in the 
way prehistorics knew (but couldn’t prove with their sundials) that 
lots of rain meant lush crops and full bellies. So too, we know—in-
tuitively, anecdotally, by tracking indicators like time spent and 
shares—when quality content marketing delivers on business goals. 
And when it doesn’t. 

But how do we prove this? Hello, holy grail. The search for mea-
surement has forever vexed our industry. And it’s even harder to 
track and quantify when the content marketing goal is, as is often 
the case for B2B initiatives, thought leadership. B2B’s content has 
the added challenge of communicating often complex information 
that must open minds, close deals and support a longer consider-
ation cycle. 

The quest for quantifi cation kept James Meyers, founder, presi-
dent and CEO of Imagination (and my boss), awake many a night last 
year. How to create a real-deal measurement system that our indus-
try trusts and relies on to benchmark thought leadership content? It 
must be rigorous, impartial, quantitative and qualitative.

The answer was the Thought Leadership Index™ (TLI), launched 
in 2018. This proprietary annual benchmark combines third-party 
data and an independent qualitative survey to track fi ve crucial data 
sets: Trust; Authority; Expertise and Foresight; Visibility; and Content 
Leadership. Last fall, Meyers worked with a cross-discipline team of 
strategy and content marketing experts and later reviewed and con-
sulted with the Northwestern Medill IMC Spiegel Digital & Database 
Research Center to create the fi nal model.

I recently sat down with Meyers to investigate how the index works 
and its benefi ts.

Q: First things fi rst: How do you defi ne thought 
leadership?
A: I think of thought leadership as the ability to 
lead and contribute to conversations by providing 
expertise, clarity and context to topics of common 
interest, thereby inspiring and infl uencing action 
in a measurable way. Thought leadership cannot be 
achieved without authority, trust and foresight, which 
is why these are key to the index.

Q: Are the index’s fi ve components the same for 
all verticals, or do they change for each thought 
leadership program’s audience goals?

A: The pillars will be common for all organizations. 
The weighting will change depending on the 
organization, and certainly some of the metrics that 
go into that as we build out the model will change 
as well. There will be core metrics that are common 
to all organizations, but if the company has some 
unique measurement programs or has done analysis 
in the past that speaks directly to one of those fi ve 
pillars, we would incorporate that into the equation 
on an ongoing basis. 

Q: How does the qualitative survey, a defi ning part of 
the index, work?

A: One of the key components of the measurement 
is a direct, third-party research study that measures 
target audiences’ perceptions of these fi ve pillars 
and of the organization. That will heavily infl uence 
the index because it is primary research that is direct 
feedback from target audiences.

Q: How do brands use the index’s fi ndings in their 
content marketing decisions?

A: There are two benefi ts of the index. First, it 
validates the return on investment the company 
is making in a content marketing program. From 
a budgetary and fi nancial standpoint, it provides 
another piece of ammunition as to whether the 
program is successful and whether the business 
should further increase its content investment.

Second, by looking at the fi ve pillars and reviewing 
what the company is doing in its content marketing 
program, we can see whether one of those pillars is 
defi cient. If the business has strong authority and 
strong trust but is really not creating enough content 
to satisfy the needs of its audience, perhaps it’s lack-
ing in content leadership. Or perhaps it’s the brand’s 

An interview with the 
inventor of the Thought 
Leadership Index™

By Kim Caviness

Content 
Marketing’s 
Holy Grail 

Interested in digging into the 
details of the Thought Leadership 

Index™’s data benchmarking? 
Contact Erin Slater at 

eslater@imaginepub.com.

visibility investment that needs recalibrating. 
As part of the index, we’ll also look at how the 

company compares to one or more of its com-
petitors: Is it as trusted? Does it have the perceived 
expertise? Does its target audience consider it the 
thought leader? If not, then how can a content mar-
keting program build that up in the year ahead? So, 
it helps the business fi ne-tune its content marketing 
program based on its TLI score. 

Q: How do you foresee forward-looking brands using 
their TLI results?

A: Content marketing is usually only part of their 
marketing and communications mix, so it certainly 
could give them insight into how they need to 
change or align their messaging for their advertising 
programs or public relations program. Brands can 
use the measures to rethink other parts of their 
businesses, their sales organizations, their marketing 
programs, their communications programs. 

You know, oftentimes it’s easy for a C-level execu-
tive to assume that they’re thought leaders, but is 
that really the perception of the people they want to 
reach? And more and more companies are realizing 
that their own employee base is an important audi-
ence for them as well. So we can also use the TLI to 
measure whether their employees believe they are 
thought leaders compared to their competitors.

Q: Who would the TLI not be good for?

A: The more a company is focused on the long-term 
future and building a position of strength for the 
company, the more likely it is that the TLI is the 
right thing for it. Brands that are focused on short-
term results or do not have a long-term objective of 
being seen as a thought leader probably would not 
invest in the index. They’re typically more focused 
on what we call campaign marketing. If thought 
leadership isn’t something the brand has set as a 
primary goal, then the TLI is a metric that wouldn’t 
have a great deal of value.

Q: Will the TLI solve content marketing’s holy-grail 
search for measurement?

A: I don’t know if it will solve it, but it certainly moves 
it ahead. For the fi rst time, it is an opportunity to look 
at the impact of content marketing on a company’s 
thought leadership position on a year-to-year basis, 
and that is something that hasn’t been done before. 

THOUGHT 
LEADERSHIP 

INDEX™

VISIBILITY AUTHORITY

TRUSTCONTENT 
LEADERSHIP

EXPERTISE & 
FORESIGHT
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You’re

Social

Don’t delegate it to the intern. Social media is an oft-overlooked expert B2B touch 
point. Read on to learn why social is journalism and essential to your audience strategy.

By Chris Blose
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If Hallie Jackson had been a White House correspondent for TV news a couple of decades ago, the logistics of 
a live reporting segment would’ve been a bit simpler. Find the right background for the shot. Prep your intro. 
Remember your talking points.

The modern checklist for the rising NBC broadcaster—now chief White House correspondent—adds a few 
elements. Do a quick real-time Snapchat Q&A. Tweet some behind-the-scenes intel. Think about social follow-
ups for later in the day.

“Hallie Jackson carved out a real niche during the presidential election and after,” says Anthony Adornato, 
assistant professor of journalism at Ithaca College and author of Mobile and Social Media Journalism: A Practi-
cal Guide. “She knows the younger demographic is not watching news the same way. She’s bringing people un-
der the NBC News tent now on Snapchat in the hopes that even on other platforms in the future, they’ll follow.”

The phrase “other platforms” stands out. Brands, associations and other groups who create content some-
times feel paralyzed by options as they wait out trends and corporate battles. Will Instagram Stories spell the 
death of Snapchat? Is Facebook still worth the effort as the algorithm grows increasingly inscrutable to the 
layperson? Can we break through the solicitation on LinkedIn to provide thought leadership stories?

Those questions aren’t as important as this one, though: Where’s your audience?
“I’ve always tried to be an early adopter,” says Adornato, a former reporter himself who now teaches future 

content creators. “But it’s not really about what the specific channel is, it’s whether we can use them to connect 
with our audience. At the end of the day, we’re really working for our particular audience.”

For Jackson and NBC News, that audience—or at least a hoped-for future audience—was on Snapchat, so 
they got good at Snapchat. They didn’t assign it to the intern. They made it part of daily reporting. They simply 
made it part of their journalism. 

Heed that as you craft your own social strategy.

F*&k the Fad—This Is Journalism
The tl;dr explanation of social media journalism is that it is modern journalism.

“I wrote a book with social media journalism in the title because social media is a fundamental part of jour-
nalism nowadays,” Adornato says. “This is how people engage with stories. This is no longer a novelty.”

Explaining the way journalists use the tools of social media is more instructive.
And content creators are indeed using social media. In the 2017 Global Journalism Study, produced by Ci-

sion and Canterbury Christ Church University, nearly half of the 257 responding journalists said they can’t do 
their jobs without social media. The study identifies a range of users among these reporters, editors and other 
content creators, with “Architects” being the most active and most positive about social media’s effects and, 
naturally, “Skeptics” at the other end of the spectrum. 

You’ll find varying definitions online, but they all roughly come down to the same question: What do social 
media journalists use social for?

1. Find
So much of a journalist’s time—whether they work for a newspaper or for a brand’s content marketing program—
is spent in search mode. Searching for stories. Searching for facts for stories. Searching for sources for stories.

“Social media has changed how we gather content, how we do that digging,” Adornato says. “That’s true for 
sources and research, but also think about how it has changed breaking news.”

Think of the Arab Spring. Think of the US Airways crash into the Hudson River. Think of on-the-ground 
reports from Charlottesville.

In the longer term, professional storytellers did thorough reporting jobs on all of the above—triangulating 
facts and providing big-picture context. But they did so with breaking news, sourcing and information hunted 
and gathered via social media.

Brands, Be Aware: Your content marketing program probably isn’t in the business of breaking news, but you 
can still learn from the best practices of socially savvy news orgs. 

Be active in the social search. Use social monitoring tools—either native to each social channel or specific 
tools such as Hootsuite, Brandwatch or a seemingly endless array of options—to track both the topics that mat-
ter to your readers and what readers are saying about you. And when you’re crafting stories, remember that your 
audience may actually be a source of expertise. 

Pony Up
Sears Home Services has 
spent the past few years 
experimenting with social 
journalism to reach a broader 
audience of homeowners. 
Home hacks and repair 
tips have found success on 
Facebook and Twitter, and an 
innovative Pinterest program 
helped reached an untapped 
market of female homeown-
ers. These efforts earned 
honoree status at the 2016 
Webby Awards.

But as modern marketers 
know, organic only goes so 
far these days. To broaden 
and further develop the home-
owner audience on Facebook, 
Sears Home Services has put 
more emphasis on paid strat-
egy—using original content 
such as story posts, videos, 
maintenance tips and hacks. 
Proving the perpetual popular-
ity of quizzes, a quiz on how to 
“test your laundry skills” was a 
top performer.

The numbers have been 
encouraging. The laundry quiz 
racked up 70,000 clicks and 
a click-through rate more than 
five times the usual average.

The lessons: Paid strategy 
matters, now more than ever. 
And never stop experimenting.

“The tl;dr explanation of social 
media journalism is that it is 
modern journalism.”
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That’s particularly true if you’re a member-based 
group. For instance, American Association for Clini-
cal Chemistry (AACC), an association that serves a 
highly technical audience of clinical chemists, has its 
own members-only social platform called The Artery. 
It started purely for peer-to-peer social communica-
tion, with members asking and answering questions, 
but has turned into a rich source of ideas for the 
association’s magazine as well as newsletter articles 
and scholarly discussions.

“We’ve even found that the information that we’re 
getting is so rich … that we have now, this year, scien-
tific sessions at our annual meeting that are coming 
out of those conversations,” says Molly Polen, AACC’s 
senior director of communications and PR. “We’re 
having some papers that have been written for our 
journal, that the kernel of the idea for the paper came 
out of those peer-to-peer conversations.”

2. Share
As far as social media functions go, sharing and 
distribution still top the list. In the 2017 Global Social 
Journalism study, 67 percent of respondents rated 
publishing and promoting content as very important 
to their work, at least 7 percentage points higher than 
any other function.

“For individuals, that means during the life of 
a story sharing content along the way and also 
optimizing content for social media specifically,” 
Adornato notes.

In other words, it’s not just about one tweet or 
Facebook or LinkedIn post with a link to your story. 
Savvy reporters often post facts and behind-the-
scenes intel from their reporting before the story even 
comes out, building anticipation in audiences and 
providing context and transparency along the way.

Creative packaging goes a long way, too. Take 
Shorty Award (short-form social awards) nominee 
Michelle Ye Hee Lee of The Washington Post’s “Fact 
Checker,” for example. Her posts go far beyond simple 
teasers and links and use GIFs and images full of pop 
culture, personality and humor. What better way to 
make fact-checking modern politicians fun?

Brands, Be Aware: If a fact-checking news column 
can have fun with pop culture, so can you.

For example, the American Optometric Associa-
tion (AOA) started to see the results of tapping into 
social conversations back in 2015. 

Remember #thedress debate, when everyone in 
your Facebook feed argued vociferously about the 
color of a dress in a lo-res image? AOA wrote a story 
featuring a doctor of optometry’s explanation of the 

visual phenomenon at work in the debate, then pack-
aged it up with playful social posts. The result was 
the organization’s most successful digital story and 
social posts to date.

“That was an important moment for us, because 
it was a member expert explaining the science in a 
way people could understand,” says Dave Sherman, 
director of AOA’s communications and marketing 
group. The association has built on that success by 
tapping into other pop culture discussions, including 
multichannel posts about the trouble with the NFL’s 
“color rush” jerseys. The problem: They weren’t good 
for people with a color vision deficiency, who couldn’t 
tell the teams apart. The AOA informed members 
and the public about the issue—and earned authority 
in return.

Their biggest hit came with the solar eclipse of 
2017, though. In addition to ongoing stories about 
how to watch the eclipse safely, the team created a 
video for social sharing and posted it multiple times 
in the lead-up to the totality. People clicked to the 
tune of 180,000 views, a record high for AOA. More 
important, people shared and reacted.

3. Interact
Distribution may still be the most-used tool for social 
media journalists, but the most active and most 
successful users know it’s but one tactic. Jackson’s 
Snapchat Q&As aren’t about traditional distribution. 
They’re about audience development—and audience 
development requires interaction.

“We’re not just telling you the news anymore. That 
doesn’t work,” Adornato says. “Audience engagement 
requires a two-way conversation.” Numbers support 
this. In the same social study, 60 percent of journalists 
report using social media to interact with an audience.

Would FiveThirtyEight’s Nate Silver have the 
same level of recognition as a journalist without his 
persistent Twitter presence? Doubtful. But take a 
quick look at that presence, and you’ll see an engaged 
thinker who is every bit as likely to discuss current 
issues with strangers or fellow journalists as he is 
to distribute and promote his own work. And when 
people take issue with his work—specifically his 
work, not personal attacks—he responds with well-
reasoned rebuttals drawn from his own statistics-
heavy reporting.

All of which leads to an important question: What 
are the rules of engagement? It’s worth noting here 
that many news organizations have turned off com-
menting altogether given that the spirit of debate was 
less than helpful. But social commenting remains.

“Social media 
has changed 
how we gather 
content, how 
we do that 
digging.”
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“With audience engagement, journalists nowadays are getting a lot of comments—and that interaction is 
often related to nonjournalistic things,” Adornato notes. “If you’re a reporter and people are attacking you for 
your look, or just making attacks that cross the line, there’s often a case for reporting, blocking or ignoring them. 
But if they’re asking questions or making comments about the substance of a story, that is worth a response. It 
actually can lead you to things you never thought about.”

Brands, Be Aware: No matter what topic, industry or profession you serve, people will be talking about it online. 
You can be part of the conversation by not only sharing your original content on those topics but also en-

couraging your content creators to be active in those ongoing discussions. Answer readers’ questions, either in 
an organic fashion as they occur or in pre-planned Q&As. Provide links to original content that answers them, 
when appropriate. 

Take a cue from National Geographic, whose photographers are especially active on Instagram (highly ap-
propriate for such a visual brand) and always seem willing to interact with curious readers. 

But do set your own rules of engagement on everything from responding to profanity to standards for dealing 
with personal attacks. This will save headaches for you and for the people out there representing you.

And yes, there are headaches in the world of social, circa 2018. Even those who grow weary of the phrase 
“fake news” must recognize its existence—and know that real news is the only way to counteract it.

“For organizations like us, it’s important that the real gets through,” says AOA’s Sherman. “We should be 
rewarded for good, legitimate, evidence-based information.” 

When social media journalism is integrated into a content program and fi nds enough of an audience, that 
reward will come.  n

“60 percent of journalists 
report using social media to 
interact with an audience.”

Social Circles
In a perfect content marketing 
world, the functions of a social 
media journalist often overlap.

InteractInteract Share

Find
• Track topics and trends
•  Monitor mentions
•  Follow infl uencers in your fi eld

• Reply to reader 
 comments
• Answer reader 
 questions

•   Offer previews as you create 
 a story
•       Use stats, pull quotes, video 

snippets to promote
•   Provide direct links to content 
•   Link to other relevant 
 content when it 
 makes sense

• Add context to 
 conversations via 
 links to content 
•  Converse with 
 infl uential people 
 in your fi eld

• Correct 
 misinformation—
 diplomatically—
 with credible 
 content

•  Crowdsource 
 research 
 questions
• Search for 
 sources

H
ug

h 
H

an

Dig deeper into B2B social. 
Download our new whitepaper at 
imaginepub.com/socialjournalism
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Banking on Content
Don Kransteuber’s vision for finserv 
digital marketing experiences makes 
dollars and sense for U.S. Bank

By Matt Pavledakes

Photography by Bruce Williams
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Creating content that educates on a wealth of financial topics—from homebuying tips for 
first-timers to compensation insights for business owners—may seem like a no-brainer for a 
tier-one bank. However, getting U.S. Bank’s multiple lines of business on board with creating 
(and funding) one content program that goes beyond their products took business smarts, 
content marketing savvy and vision.

Don Kransteuber, U.S. Bank’s VP and head of digital acquisition, SEO and content mar-
keting, has all three.

He set out to learn what questions U.S. Bank customers and prospects have regarding 
financial topics, and hit the banking bull’s-eye when he was able to provide the answers in a 
unified U.S. Bank blog.

Customers—and colleagues—came running. Fast-forward to two years later, and the blog, 
Financial IQ, is now a best-in-class enterprise content hub. Financial IQ showcases the 
bank’s expertise and provides answers to its different audiences. It also offers six content 
pillars that speak to the needs of U.S. Bank customers and prospects’ four groups: consumer, 
small business, commercial and wealth.

We asked Kransteuber about his views on the evolving role of “audience-first” content in 
the banking industry, the value of piloting programs across the enterprise and what millen-
nials want from their bank.

Under your leadership, U.S. Bank just launched the Financial IQ content hub. What 
prompted you to spearhead this bank-wide initiative?
While U.S. Bank had a great repository of product-based content, what didn’t exist was a 
library of what I call “audience-first content,” which is content that addresses needs by an-
swering specific questions like, “How do I buy my first home?” or “How do I pay for college?” 

I had been leading the SEO practice here at the bank and had seen firsthand that people 
were actively seeking this type of information online. I knew that an organization like U.S. 
Bank, which is focused on building meaningful partnerships with customers and interested 
in helping them reach their financial goals, was in a position to help.

You saw an opportunity and seized it. How did you go about selling your vision of a 
needs-based (as opposed to product-based) content hub across your organization?
First, we had to figure out how to incorporate more audience-first content into our digital 
presence. We started with a small pilot site, a blog really, which we ran for about 18 months. 
With a limited amount of content and a few dollars for marketing and promotion, we were 
able to effectively prove that the site had a massive ROI. 

We relied heavily on SEO and email to drive traffic, as well as a small native advertising 
buy. Our emails, which were exclusively educational in nature—no product promotion at 
all—had the highest open rates and click-through rates of all campaigns across the bank. 
And through multitouch attribution, we were able to connect this activity to sales at a cost 
per acquisition far lower than average—90 percent lower, in fact.

That’s what opened people’s eyes to thinking that not only did this work activate our brand 
purpose around partnering with our communities and our customers, it also delivered an 
actual return in the form of new customers acquired for far less money. That was a huge win.

“To be successful, 
bank branches 
need to deliver 
the same type of 
experience that 
customers have 
come to expect 
from best-in-
class retailers.”

c
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Proving ROI is the holy grail of content marketers across industries, but unless 
every product was involved in the pilot, it’s not always enough to build consensus 
across business units. How did you get the execs across the bank’s enterprise on 
board with your vision?
It’s about finding the wins from your partners’ point of view. We had to show everyone 
how this type of venture can support their business goals efficiently and effectively. Even 
if you’re working in a company that doesn’t have a content marketing background, you can 
find examples of how others are putting audiences first and being educational guides—and 
benefiting from it across various company sizes and industries.

What’s a guiding insight or statistic about connecting with U.S. Bank’s target audi-
ence that would surprise most of us?
Conventional wisdom says that millennials will always choose a digital self-service experi-
ence option versus a live, face-to-face interaction. But there’s still a contingent of millen-
nials who research heavily online and then go into a bank branch to open an account. And 
I think that feeds into why banks are still adding branches. There’s still a dependency on 
face-to-face transactions.

To be successful, bank branches need to deliver the same type of experience that cus-
tomers have come to expect from best-in-class retailers. Education will be a key element, 
delivered through learning centers, touch screens, iPads and anything else that enables the 
customer to self-serve and be guided through financial problem solving. 

What’s next for you and content at U.S. Bank?
Our primary content marketing goal is to help identify solutions for our audiences’ potential 
problems or challenges. Obviously the bank has a lot of products and services that may lend 
themselves to that, but our goal with content is to help our audiences overcome their finan-
cial difficulties. So, our continued focus on financial education and inspiration (not products 
and services) is critical to our ongoing success. 

People learn from one another, by connecting and hearing each other’s stories. That’s 
how I see Financial IQ evolving. 

Financial IQ is a platform to engage our audience on a more personal level. It can be a 
forum in which people share their stories about their path toward buying a home, start-
ing a business, sending their kids to college or enjoying a worry-free retirement. It can be a 
community of people in similar situations learning from one another in ways that work for 
them—videos, podcasts, digital assistants—true omnichannel experiences that make Finan-
cial IQ more tangible for folks, and make it about more than just the bank sharing insights 
on how to solve their financial challenges. 

“Our continued 
focus on financial 
education and 
inspiration—
not products 
and services—
is critical to our 
ongoing success.”
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From a content marketing perspective, how do you think financial services market-
ing as an industry is evolving?
A challenge in our industry is that many of the banking products are viewed by consumers 
as commodities, so for banks to differentiate themselves they have to be highly engaging and 
deliver a best-in-class experience in their channel of choice. Across the industry, most of our 
peers are moving in a similar direction. Take a look at other financial institutions’ websites 
and you’ll see customer stories on their homepages, for example. Financial institutions are 
seeing the value in producing needs-based content, and educational content is being woven 
into the online websites—they’re not just sales sites anymore.

Now that more banks are creating more educational content, we have to be thinking 
about what’s next. I think the opportunity is in crossing over to offline channels like branch-
es and call centers, where banks can help people get information. Think: seminars, webinars, 
hands-on labs, interactive learning stations and other engaging ways to learn.

Some concepts for “branches of the future” look like a cross between an Apple store and 
a Starbucks, and provide the coffee bar experience with financial education and utility. Fi-
nancial services companies are focused on the customer experience across all of their touch 
points, and how to deliver what consumers have come to expect from other companies in 
other industries. 

And it’s not just financial services. Take Tesla, for example. Tesla has opened stores in 
malls (of all places) where you can go in and check out a car and get the same type of experi-
ence we’ve come to expect from the Nordstrom or Neiman Marcus next door. Not exactly 
the typical car buying experience.

Are there brands—in financial services or any industry—that you admire and 
learn from?
Apple and Starbucks are stellar brands in terms of the experiences they provide. 

I’m also very impressed by Toyota, because of how it’s transforming from a car manufac-
turer to a mobility company.

Toyota is experimenting with concepts like automated self-driving vehicles that can 
turn into a hotel room that can turn into an office that can turn into a food truck. They’re not 
thinking in terms of making cars or trucks, they’re thinking about how to move people and 
solve problems around mobility.

Toyota had to do this to stay relevant. If there will be a time in the not-too-distant future 
when an increasing percentage of people can be picked up by an Uber, then why own a car? It 
picks you up, so why do I need to buy a car? They need to address that so they’re not disrupted. 

I love reading about companies disrupting themselves and really looking far into the fu-
ture. Because of all the disruption in the industry from fintech and other non-bank players, 
banks, too, need to be thinking this way.  n

REQUIRED READING
Where does this digital trend tracker 
turn to learn what’s happening next? 

We asked U.S. Bank’s Don Kransteuber, VP and 
head of digital acquisition, SEO and content market-
ing, for his marketing-info must-reads.

“I try to expose myself to everything I can in the 
world around me. I’m interested in seeing what type 
of experiences are available to me as a customer and 
how we might be able to translate those experiences 
in financial services,” he says.

“I visit CMO.com regularly and Harvard Business 
Review online to get an understanding of what’s 
happening across different business sectors,” adds 
Kransteuber. “I also regularly check out Search 
Engine Land and TechCrunch.”

“We started 
with a small 
pilot site, a 
blog really, 
which we ran 
for about 18 
months. With 
a relatively 
small amount 
of content and 
a few dollars 
for marketing 
and promotion, 
we were able 
to effectively 
prove that 
the site had a 
massive ROI.”
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45Truths About B2B 

Business-to-business isn’t boring, uncreative or 
all the other clichés you’ve surely heard. We bust the 

myths to help you up your B2B marketing game

By Marla Clark
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21Marketing and sales pros who work for companies that sell to other organizations 
satisfying business interests—rather than to individuals satisfying personal ones—
know all too well that the rules of the game are different.

Last year, Imagination EVP Rebecca Rolfes outlined the key differences be-
tween B2B and B2C on our new and improved content hub, imagineNation. “It’s 
not that B2B audiences don’t want content to be cool or visually engaging,” she 
wrote. “It’s that their needs often differ quite a bit.”

To wit:

Some argue that the B2B acronym is a bit of a misnomer, or, at the very least, a mis-
representation. Why? Because people, not the businesses they work for, ultimately 
make the decision about which company to buy from.

And that means marketers must connect with business audiences on a human 
level by making them feel heard.

To achieve this, B2B marketers must demonstrate they’ve taken the time to 
understand a prospective customer’s company and needs, as well as where that 
company fits into the larger competitive landscape. When asked why they ulti-
mately chose the winning vendor over others, 70 percent of B2B buyers pointed to 
the vendor’s “stronger knowledge of the solution area and the business landscape,” 
and 57 percent cited the vendor’s ability to demonstrate “a stronger knowledge of 
our company and its needs.”

Please rate the following statements as they relate to the winning vendor versus 
other vendors you considered:

Merkle’s 2017 research on B2B loyalty reinforces how important it is to treat 
prospective customers as business decision-makers and as individual 
consumers. To resonate, B2B messaging must simultaneously be “emotional, 
personal, product-focused and business-based,” Merkle found. Indeed, when asked 
whether personal engagement with a brand or preference for a particular brand 
in their personal life influenced a business-buying decision, B2B respondents 
indicated the following:

Impact of personal brand preference or engagement on business decisions

B2B Content Marketing

Focuses on long-term brand messaging. 
Marketing has a longer, more complex 
message that requires content with a 
long shelf life.

Customer relationships need to be based 
on more than loyalty alone. Content helps  
create and nourish a depth of mutual 
understanding.

Has a long sales cycle that follows a definite 
arc, involving the right content at the right 
point.

Relationships are long-term, complex and 
involve high dollar amounts. Content often 
needs to be credible and robust rather than 
punchy or cute.

Relies heavily on a value message.

Focuses on organic growth, upselling, cross-
selling and doing more business with existing 
customers rather than chasing new ones.

Longer-form thought leadership content that 
engenders trust performs well.

B2C Content Marketing

Focuses often on short-term campaigns in 
the same way it uses campaigns for PR and 
advertising. Marketing efforts tend to be 
seasonal and episodic.

Customers may be brand loyal but are often 
fickle when it comes to actual products. Think, 
“If you can’t be with the one you love, love the 
one you’re with.”

Has a short, sometimes impulse-driven sales 
cycle.

Relationships are transactional and may be 
small or large dollar amounts, but they come 
down to one purchase at a time and often 
last no longer than it takes to ring up your 
purchase.

Relies heavily on a pricing message.

Constant focus on new business development 
and lead generation.

Quick hits of content that catch attention may 
be most effective.

In both cases, the destination is action. But the roadmaps to get your 
target audiences to take action are anything but boilerplate. The industry 
and products in question, business and marketing objectives, and audience demo-
graphics and content consumption preferences (among other things) all shape the 
strategic path forward. Forget campaigns: This is a marathon, not a sprint.

The B2B landscape is littered with clichés that make me (and other B2B marketers) yawn—and a little 
bit sad. Having created content for companies across multiple industries for more than two decades, I’ve 
seen and heard them all, including these gems:
• B2B is boring.
• B2B is unimaginative.
• B2B is overly rational and uninterested in real emotions.
• B2B is rigid.
• B2B is arduous.

To which I say: #tired.
B2B is a lot of things. But blindly assuming there’s truth in the clichés diminishes the strategic think-

ing, creativity and genuine relationship building that make marketing and selling to other businesses 
anything but boring.

So let’s forget the myths and absorb these B2B realities …

The timeliness of a vendor’s response to inquiries

Demonstrated a stronger knowledge of the solution area and the business landscape

Provided content that made it easier to show ROI and/or build a business case for the purchase

Sales team had more insights about our company and needs 

Demonstrated a stronger knowledge of our company and its needs

72%

70%

60%

59%

57%

Source: 2017 B2B Buyer’s Survey Report, DemandGen, June 2017

More likely to buy it for business

More likely to consider it for business, purchase or not

Not more likely to consider or buy for business

Unsure

44%

40%

11%

5%

Source: B-to-B Loyalty Report #3: Programs That Connect, Merkle, 2017

B2B ≠ B2C

Businesses Are People Too.
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One of the most important distinctions between B2B and B2C marketing lies in 
the complexity of the B2B decision-making process. It can take months—or, in 
some cases, a year or more—to evaluate vendors and commit to a provider, depend-
ing on the size of the company in question and the industry in which it operates.

At the root of this complexity is the sheer number of people involved in 
the process. CEB characterizes it as a “consensus sale,” noting that, on average, 
6.8 people are involved in a B2B purchase decision—up from 5.4 in 2015.

Multiple people bringing their emotions—and biases—to the table is a unique 
challenge for B2B marketers since there’s often one person in the group who func-
tions as a “champion” for the winning vendor, recent research from B2B Marketing 
shows. Nearly 6 out of 10 times, this champion’s opinions are cited as the biggest 
influence on the final decision.

And this brings us back to Truth No. 2: Businesses are people too. You can’t for-
get the humanity of the people making buying decisions for their company. “While 
companies often form purchase committees to provide a more objective approach, 
the research proves individuals don’t switch off their emotions when they come 
together,” says B2B Marketing Deputy Editor Paul Snell. “B2B marketers must 
engage with the heart if they want to win over the head.”

The number of decision-makers weighing in is only one piece of the puzzle, however. 
Also complicating matters is the business customer’s fixation on ROI and 

simplicity. A growing focus on risk mitigation, as well as pressure to invest only in 
solutions that will lower costs, increase efficiency or drive higher ROI, forces B2B 
buyers to scrutinize (and often second-guess) what is and isn’t worth pursuing.

Money and ease of use matter to B2B decision-makers—a lot. Three in 4 buyers 
said they conduct a more detailed ROI analysis before making a final decision—up 
11 percent from 2016, according to Demand Gen Report’s research. Interestingly, 
deployment time/ease of use now carries nearly as much weight as the price tag, 
with 80 percent of B2B buyers calling deployment/ease of use “very important,” 
compared to 75 percent who ranked pricing as such. Said one survey respondent: 
“As the company grows and our goals become loftier, each purchase carries more 
weight, more risk and costs more.”

The biggest wrinkle is perhaps best defined as doing one’s homework—
and trying to avoid the inevitable, crippling crush of information overload. 
Nearly 8 in 10 B2B buyers surveyed by Demand Gen Report said they spend more 
time researching purchases, and 75 percent reported relying on more sources to 
evaluate their options.

How does this research start? Most often, it’s via their favorite search engine—
typically Google. Per Google research:
• 71 percent of B2B researchers start their research with a generic search;
•  B2B researchers do 12 searches on average before engaging with a specific 

brand’s website; and
•  49 percent of B2B researchers who use their mobile devices for product re-

search do so while at work.
Wading through the muck to find real value—and answers—is clearly a huge 

pain point for B2B buyers. But here’s the good news … 

Companies can stand out (and win over these buyers) with content! 
Nearly half of self-educating B2B buyers surveyed by Demand Gen Report last 

year reported that they relied more on content to research and make B2B purchas-
ing decisions, and 99 percent of them said they want that content to include insight 
from industry thought leaders. Personalization is also important, with 67 percent 
indicating that they prefer content organized by business role, 64 percent wanting 
content organized by industry and 49 percent seeking content organized by their 
specific vertical.

What kinds of content are they seeking? “Prescriptive” content is the sweet 
spot, with nearly all survey respondents preferring it:

Please describe your preferences for the following general content types:

Better still, package related content together—58 percent of survey respondents 
prefer it that way—and optimize it for mobile devices.

Need more talking points to convince your peers that your company’s website 
needs relevant content?
•  The average B2B decision-maker reads 10 content pieces before finalizing a 

purchase decision (LinkedIn).
•  In 2016, 47 percent of B2B buyers viewed three to five pieces of content before 

engaging with a sales representative (2016 Content Preferences Survey 
Report: B2B Buyers Value Trustworthy Content That Offers Data and 
Analysis, Demand Gen Report, February 2016).

•  80% of the 50 fastest-growing B2B companies identified by Mattermark 
maintain a blog and/or online publication to drive demand and educate target 
audiences (The State of Sales & Marketing at the 50 Fastest-Growing B2B 
Companies, Mattermark, July 2016).

62%

34%

51%

34%

37%

47%

35%

52%

28%

50%

Source: 2017 Content Preferences Survey Report: Time-Starved B2B Buyers 
Move Toward Shorter, More Targeted Experiences, Demand Gen Report, March 2017

Prescriptive content (e.g. “7 Steps To...” or “3 Tips For...”)

Foundational content (blueprints, toolkits)

Benchmarking tools (assessments, calculators)

Predictive content (i.e. “the Future of...”)

Conversational content (e.g. Executive Q&A)

Strongly prefer

Somewhat prefer

Decision-Making Is a Team Effort—
and a Time-Consuming One, at That.

Content Influences B2B 
Purchase Decisions
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And finally, we’ve seen that content marketing drastically moves the needle for 
businesses trying to convert other businesses into customers.

In Chief Marketer’s annual survey of B2B marketers nationwide, content 
marketing tied with SEO/SEM for second place on the list of channels that 
serve as the largest source of customer leads for B2B companies:

Which channels produce your largest sources of leads? (Select top three.)

Content marketing also produces high-ROI leads, coming in third behind 
email and SEO/SEM and live events, which tied for second:

Which channels produce your highest ROI leads? (Select top three.)

44%

44%

21%

58%

12%

39%

12%

16%

14%

Source: 2018 B2B Lead Gen Outlook, Chief Marketer, 2018

Search (Optimization & Marketing)

Live Events

Social

Email

Retargeting

Content Marketing

Print

PPC/Display

Other

44%

40%

20%

53%

10%

44%

12%

16%

16%

Source: 2018 B2B Lead Gen Outlook, Chief Marketer, 2018

Search (Optimization & Marketing)

Live Events

Social

Email

Retargeting

Content Marketing

Print

PPC/Display

Other

Aberdeen Group’s latest research on content marketing’s impact also found that:
•  B2B marketers with buyer-aligned content enjoy double the revenue at-

tributed to their content marketing efforts, compared to those without it; and
•  B2B marketers using content for lead generation generated 3.3 times the 

number of marketing qualified leads as their peers.
And if you really want to stand out, create content that showcases the thought 

leadership that exists within your company and drives industry conversation about 
trends, challenges, opportunities and more. It can deliver results if done well, as 
evidenced by a 2017 Edelman/LinkedIn research study in which 45 percent of B2B 
decision-makers on LinkedIn said thought leadership directly led them to decide 
to do business with a company. On the flip side, content that’s perceived to be poor 
quality led 30 percent of respondents to remove a company from consideration.

Bottom line: If you can’t invest the time and resources to create high-quality 
content, you’re probably better off sticking to product-focused collateral.

Separating Fact from Fiction
Best-selling author and big brain Seth Godin once offered this advice for succeed-
ing in B2B:
“If you’re very good at what you do, you won’t grow. Because lots of people 
are good at what you do. No one is going to [refer and send] you business just 
because you’re very good … The only way to consistently grow in B2B is to be 
better than very good … Find something that organizations need and be the 
very best in the world at it.”

More than a decade later, that wisdom holds.
To win over B2B audiences, B2B marketers must make a genuine, concerted 

effort to get to know them, understand their needs and frustrations, answer their 
questions and solve their problems. I could conclude by reminding you that the 
stakes are higher in B2B sales and marketing, but that would be such a cliche.   n 

Content Really Works
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Looking 
for a 
new 

pair of 
jeans? 

You could hit the mall, buy the cheapest pair that fits just right and head home happy. Or 
you could research jean fabric origins online, find a company with sustainable production 
and fair hiring practices, and look for jeans that boast raw stretch denim, unique chainstitch-
ing and front pockets whose insides are hand-signed by the designer. Then, when you find the 
right pair, you could also buy a special washing liquid for raw denim and look forward to the 
months of wear—before the special wash comes into play—that it’ll take to break in your new 
jeans.

If the second shopping route is more your style, you’re a denim head—someone who’s 
seriously into all things denim, including the experience of shopping for the perfect pair 
and developing a just-right fade. “Increasingly, consumer spending is bifurcating into two 
very distinct segments,” says Doug Stephens, a retail industry futurist and founder of Retail 
Prophet. “High-convenience commodity brands and high-fidelity experience-based brands.” 
Specialty denim makers are the latter.

Passionate, discriminating denim heads are the target market for small, exclusive and be-
spoke brands. And these consumers’ desire for authenticity and quality also makes them the 
perfect audience for content marketing campaigns that tell the story behind every stitch and 
the experience of wearing it—with the goal of driving awareness, conversion and sales.

These consumers may be seeking a unique type of detailing or limited-edition products 
made on old, restored textile machines, and they’re willing to put in the time and the cash to 
get exactly what they want. “The people who come to our shop are interested in a few differ-
ent things, or they may be interested in what we’re doing for different reasons,” says Victor 
Lytvinenko, co-founder and designer at Raleigh Denim Workshop. “Some care that the jeans 
are made in America. Some people are really interested in the fashion, style and fit. And some 
are interested in the authenticity of the story—how we do what we do, why we do what we do 
and the details of the fabric, the stitching and the machines.”

 
The Fabric of Success
 The denim market is big and it’s growing fast. Retail sales of denim jeans worldwide were 
$86.6 billion in 2012, $100.2 billion in 2016 and are projected to hit $129.8 billion in 2021, ac-
cording to Statista.

Market research firm Global Industry Analysts names Diesel, 7 For All Mankind, Gap 
and Lee Jeans among the top players in the denim market—but a search for denim brands 
online yields a list of more than 400 companies, including niche makers like Paige, M.i.H 
Jeans and Frame.

Just as all of these brands are creative with their designs, they’re also creative with their 
marketing, using print, digital, video and even podcasts (yes, podcasts) to their advantage.

Even for denim heads, the clothing category, and raw denim in particular, can be confusing.Ji
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“Sure, you’re selling denim, but more importantly, you’re selling an idea or feeling about the brand.”
—Doug Stephens

What quality indicators should I look for? What does “selvedge” mean? How does one care for raw 
denim? That’s why a lot of denim brands’ content focuses on education. Take Heddels, a website devoted 
to raw denim clothing and accessories, which offers 101 Primers, a glossary of denim terms, online guides 
like “The Best Entry-Level Raw Denim Jeans” and a free e-book called How to Buy Your First Pair of Raw 
Denim: 5 Simple Steps, which walks the buyer through everything from knowing your measurements to 
whether you want Sanforized (preshrunk) or un-Sanforized (not preshrunk) denim to choosing the right 
brand for your taste and style.

 The response to Heddels’ educational content has been incredible: The site gets more than 200,000 unique 
visitors and 1,000,000 page views each month. “There’s one video we have about washing jeans that gets viewed 
maybe 5,000 times per week,” says Managing Editor David Shuck. “It’s sort of ridiculous how many people are 
looking at that one. We have much more intensive videos we’ve done, where we’ve traveled to interview designers 
or show production processes, and the one that I made in my bathtub is by far the most popular.”

 Many brands also create content that schools denim shoppers on not just how to choose and care for denim, 
but also on how their product is made—which gives consumers a glimpse into the mission and values of the 
brand. Take Nudie Jeans: The popular denim brand’s website offers a graphical production guide, in which us-
ers can click on a product type to view a map of where it’s made. You’ll discover, for example, that 50 percent of 
Nudie Jeans’ jackets are produced in Romania, 21 percent in Tunisia and 19 percent in Portugal. Click on each 
country and you’ll see a description of the manufacturer, including contact information, a photo of its cutting 
floor or sewing room and sometimes even a PDF audit summary.

Raw Material for Content Producers
• Educate your audience to make them feel like insiders.
• Don’t ignore low-hanging fruit, like evergreen 101 guides and glossaries.
• Incorporate your brand’s story into your educational content.

Pair Up With Print
Because serious denim heads value an authentic look and feel over mass production, some brands are turning 
to print to tell their artisanal stories. “Print can be effective when the pieces are highly unique, special or well-
crafted,” Stephens says. “The world certainly doesn’t need another quarter-page ad or flyer, but beautifully 
designed things are timeless.”

The print content from Raleigh Denim Workshop is a far cry from the bland quarter-pager Stephens es-
chews; the company recently started experimenting with an actual newspaper—crinkly newsprint, inky smell 
and all—that shares details about what the brand does and why it does it. Shoppers can pick up the newspa-
per in the store or receive a copy along with their online order. “It’s kind of fun to actually hold something,” 
Lytvinenko says.

Then there’s A.P.C., the French ready-to-wear brand known for its raw-denim jeans, which published a 
print book in 2017 called A.P.C. Transmission. According to the Amazon description, “Part retrospective of the 
brand and part personal scrapbook and visual diary, the book includes invitations, postcards, ad campaigns, 
images of their stores and collaborations with other designers.” Big-name media like Vogue and the New York 
Times have lauded the book for its design sensibility and brainy take on fashion.

A.P.C.’s book, which is filled with what GQ called “all manner of A.P.C. history, lore, design and ephemera,” 
offers readers the kind of rich detail they’d expect from the company’s clothing—and it costs almost $80, 
which only heightens the brand’s luxe feel. “It really comes down to deciding what the essence of the brand 
is beyond the product,” says Stephens. “What are you really selling? Is your brand about empowerment? Is it 
about self-confidence? Is it about sexuality? Sure, you’re selling denim, but more importantly, you’re selling an 
idea or feeling about the brand.”

Print can be used to sell—and to tell. In the fashion world, there are lookbooks—collections of photos meant 
to show off the look of their products—and there are photobooks, which some brands use to convey the story of 
their products.

The Japanese clothing brand Kapital, which got its name from being founded in Kojima, the “denim capital 
of Japan,” creates elaborate print catalog lookbooks twice a year for its collections. “They travel with the same 
photographer, and usually the same models and stylists, to different, random places in the world,” explains 
Heddels’ Shuck. “They’ve been to Iceland, Mongolia, Budapest. They tell the story of the clothes through im-
ages with these same models, and you get to see the evolution of these people and the brand. I think the book 
that they create for their collection every year is just as important as the collection itself.”

Raw Material for Content Producers
• Opt for print content for an authentic look and feel.
• Use images to tell stories, not just showcase products.
 •  Don’t be afraid to go long-form, from feature-length articles to full-sized books. 

French raw-denim 
specialty maker A.P.C. 
published this high-end 
book that retails for almost 
$80 about its lore, stores 
and collaborations with 
designers.

Kapital, a brand founded 
in “the denim capital 
of Japan,” sends its 
photographer on the road 
to authentically capture 
denim in exotic locations 
like Iceland, Mongolia and 
the U.S. Southwest.
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Sound & Vision 
Video is a natural format for denim companies to tell their story. And a smart choice: Video can impart im-
portant aspects of a denim brand’s story without requiring a lot from the viewer. “Sometimes our videos are 
about history, sometimes they’re about a detail, sometimes they’re about something that is just funny or cool 
or different, or sometimes they’re a really deep-rooted philosophical moment of inspiration,” says Lytvinenko 
about Raleigh Denim Workshop’s videos. “They’re only around one minute, so you don’t need a lot of buy-in, and 
people can watch them any time.” One example is “This Is Wear,” a short video that features co-founder Sarah 
Yarborough analyzing a pair of her old jeans and pointing out the fade on one pocket that indicates where an 
“old-school” iPhone was kept, and the blown-out knee on one leg that resulted from her always kneeling on that 
knee while hemming.

 Denham the Jeanmaker, which was founded by Amsterdam-based designer Jason Denham, offers quick-hit 
videos that explain how the company works. Its documentary about the company, “The Truth Is in the Details,” 
under four minutes long, has gotten more than 25,000 views. 

G-Star, which credits itself with “the positioning of raw, untreated denim as a wearable and desirable mate-
rial,” also relies heavily on video to tell the brand’s story: The popular denim brand posts videos on YouTube, 
Facebook and Instagram that give viewers behind-the-scenes looks at, for example, the company’s denim 
archives and how their designers go from idea to completed product.

Some denim players are creating podcasts—a surprising medium for such a visual industry. Naked & Fa-
mous Denim mixes it up: They produce a “podcast” that’s actually presented in video format. You can watch the 
hosts sit in front of a mic and talk about raw denim, the company’s year in review and other relevant topics.

On the pure sound side, Heddels produces a podcast (which is being revamped this year) that features histori-
cal pieces, fashion-show coverage and more. The podcast covers denim, but also other types of apparel that have 
the same “story”—meaning items that are made to last, that can take a good beating and that can be repaired.

Raw Material for Content Producers
• Use unexpected content platforms to make your brand stand out.
• Keep videos short to lower the buy-in required from your audience.
• Create documentary-style videos (even quick ones) to highlight your mission and values.

Profile the People
Content-savvy denim brands are showcasing the real people who wear their products, usually in photos or vid-
eos. Denim company 3Sixteen takes the concept further by producing an online magazine called Singularities, 
which runs feature-length—think 4,000-plus words—profiles of the consumers who wear their jeans.

The lineup includes image-heavy, Q&A-style interviews with Rob Kolb and Anthony Accardi, founders of 
the craft beer company Transmitter Brewing in New York; motorcycle builder Len Higa; and people whose 
jeans have labored in tattoo parlors, furniture-building businesses, leather tanneries and more. By spotlight-
ing industries with a strong focus on craft, 3Sixteen subtly brings the focus to the company’s own artistry. On 
the magazine’s About page, the editors note: “We hope that our vignettes accurately communicate [the profile 
subjects’] singularities to you: the facets of their personality which allow them to raise the bar in their respec-
tive industries.”

Denim brands are using inspired content marketing strategies to promote their products’ and their busi-
nesses’ authenticity, craftsmanship and mission, which resonates with consumers who share those values. The 
goal? Create a sense of community—and meaningful reason to buy. 

“As brands become more globalized and the world becomes increasingly proliferated with goods, consumers 
are hungry for brands that offer a differentiated customer experience and brand story,” Stephens says. Denim 
companies do just that; they’re giving their customers the blues—in a good way.

Raw Material for Content Producers
•  Don’t always be brand-first. Use content to spotlight real people who use your brand.
•  Profile subjects whose jobs, hobbies, attitudes or missions align with your brand story.
• Hire experienced journalists to craft believable customer profiles.  n

Denim makers in the  
content business:  
Raleigh Denim publishes 
an old-school newspaper, 
Denham the Jeanmaker 
makes mini-docs, Naked 
& Famous Denim releases 
video “podcasts,” and 
3Sixteen produces a  
print magazine called  
Singularities profiling  
notable jeans wearers. 

“I think the book that 
[Japanese denim brand 

Kapital] creates for their 
collection every year is 

just as important as the 
collection itself.”

—David Shuck
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F U T U R E P R O O F  Y O U R S E L F
Do you have a clear vision of the 
way forward for your association?
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“Certainty is never guaranteed. If you wait to take action until you’re 
100 percent sure of the outcome, you’ll keep playing catch-up.”

—James Meyers, Futureproof: The 4 M’s That Redefine Your Association’s Future

The original content marketers, associations 
were once the best (and only way) to learn, con-
nect and grow within your industry. And mem-
bers got a lot of value for their fees.

Then came the internet and social media, up-
ending the flow of information and all notions of 
who, exactly, is considered an “industry expert.” 
Today associations compete with endless social 
networking opportunities and digital arteries of 
free information. So what happens to member-
ship value? 

The answer is up to you, associations. To sur-
vive, leaders need to get proactive and stay 
relevant. To futureproof yourself, be sure you 
continue to provide value and connect with and 
grow your membership, current and next-gen.  

Sometimes to move forward, you need to take a 
hard look at where you’ve been. To help associa-
tions do just that, Imagination Founder, Presi-
dent and CEO James Meyers has pinpointed 
four key points for consideration as you analyze 
your organization. Pro tip: You can download the 
full whitepaper—Futureproof: The 4 M’s That 
Redefine Your Association’s Future,”complete 
with actionable advice on all four M’s: Myopia, 
Membership Value, Millennials and Messag-
ing—at imaginepub.com/futureproof.

Let’s start with an excerpt from the whitepaper 
about the first M—myopia—to help association 
leaders see what you need to anticipate first as 
you examine your challenges today and plan for 
the opportunities of tomorrow.

—Alma Bahman
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IExcerpted from “Futureproof: The 4 
M’s That Redefine Your Association’s 
Future,” by James Meyers.

If you want to become more forward thinking, start by looking at 
the past.

You can learn valuable lessons on avoiding myopia from the way 
businesses and associations have handled things in the past five, 10 
or 20 years.

Take the rise of the internet, for example. When it first disrupted 
the way business is done, too many associations’ initial response 
was to try to ride it out. To wait and see what happens. To be the op-
posite of early adopters. As a result, they’ve been playing catch-up 
ever since on the tools and tactics more forward-thinking busi-
nesses have used successfully for years. (If you still don’t have a 
solid email strategy, this might apply to you.)

Now, think about other disrupters you are seeing now or will see 
in the future. What will happen if you try to ride those out, too?

Maybe you’re noticing that publishing brands have begun to 
diversify revenue streams by getting into events, education and 
consulting. Remembering how you missed the boat when the inter-
net emerged and changed business, you might vow to not miss this 
boat, and look into diversifying in order to deliver more member 
value and revenue.

FAILURE IS AN OPTION
The only way to avoid being left in the dust is to speed up to match 
the pace of change. Taking fast action is hard when you’re im-
mersed in an association culture that’s hesitant to make important 
decisions without dotting every i and crossing every t. Policies 
must be in place! Rules must be adhered to! Compliance must be 
consulted! Benchmarks (that were set 20 years ago) must be met!

The issue with that: Certainty is never guaranteed. If you wait to 
take action until you’re 100 percent certain of the outcome, you’ll 
keep on playing catch-up.

Instead, what if you take a page out of the Silicon Valley play-
book and move ahead with initiatives when you’re 80 percent or 90 
percent sure of the outcome? This moderate-but-tolerable amount 
of uncertainty is a natural part of the risk-opportunity equation. In 

Going Global
AACC’s international 
rebrand strategy

What’s the opposite of being stuck in the pres-
ent? Revamping your association’s entire gover-
nance structure with an eye to future growth.

“In 2016 we redid our governance structure 
to allow more members to be involved in the 
association and to help the reporting structure 
become more vibrant,” says Molly Polen, 
AACC’s senior director of communications and 
PR. “We now have folks 
who haven’t been super 
engaged in the association 
in the past getting involved 
in our core committees 
and having access to 
leadership. This helps the 
vitality of the organization 
as a whole because you’re 
getting new blood, new 
ideas, new people. It also 
helps member retention, because they feel 
more engaged.”

The top-to-bottom overhaul also helped 
the association start aiming for a more global 
reach. As part of the brand refresh, the as-
sociation changed its name from the American 
Association for Clinical Chemistry to simply 
AACC. “That’s very deliberate,” says Polen. 
“We try not to use the ‘American’ part of our 
title at all.”

AACC also created a division dedicated to 
the association’s international efforts, which 
has grown substantially over the last few years. 
One initiative that resulted from that move was 
the Global Lab Quality Initiative, an exchange 
that lets international laboratory science ex-
perts and laboratory professionals communi-
cate across borders about clinical testing best 
practices. The GLQI develops regional working 
groups everywhere from South America to 
Asia. “I wouldn’t say we’re high risk,” says 
Polen, “but for an association, we’re more will-
ing to go out on a limb, and that’s because our 
CEO is so open to new ideas.”

Molly Polen,
AACC’s senior 
director of 
communica-
tions and PR

“You can learn valuable 
lessons on avoiding myopia 
from the way businesses 
and associations have han-
dled things in the past five, 
10 or 20 years.”

—James Meyers, Futureproof: The 4 M’s That 
Redefine Your Association’s Future

By James Meyers
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How Associations 
Tell Their Stories
Highlights from AM&P’s new research 
on association publishing benchmarks
BY ALMA BAHMAN

Key to futureproofi ng yourself against M No. 1, Myopia, is taking stock 
of what your association looks like right now and how you’re com-
municating your unique expertise and value. 

Association Media & Publishing did just that for the whole associa-
tion industry in its recently released AM&P 2017 Publishing Bench-
mark Study, co-sponsored by Imagination, Sheridan and Network 
Media. Here’s a quick look at some of the research’s fi ndings about 
the way associations do business and tell their stories. 

the business world, companies that rule the market are those that 
have a healthy amount of risk tolerance, because they know there 
is no advancement without risk. For example, the internet is lit-
tered with lists of Amazon’s famous failures—from the Fire Phone 
to Amazon Destinations—yet Amazon is one of the largest and 
fastest-growing companies on the planet.

COMBINE AND CONQUER
Associations become irrelevant when they’re no longer part of the 
conversation. A heavily siloed association and a stagnant leader-
ship that’s overly cautious of bringing new people into manage-
ment positions kneecaps innovation.

Have you ever watched one of the many TV shows where pro 
designers make over people’s homes? You’ve probably noticed that 
the smallest changes lead to the most impressive results. Move that 
mirror over to this wall and the room looks twice as big! Add task 
lighting and the room goes from dungeon-esque to homey!

Here’s a simple tweak associations can make that will lead to 
bigger changes: Gather your staff  to conduct thought experiments. 
For example, in his book Originals: How Non-Conformists Move 
the World, author Adam Grant suggests challenging employees to 
come up with ideas that will “make the company” (opportunities) 
and ideas that might “break the company” (risks your competitors 
and the marketplace pose to your organization). Then, you and 
your team brainstorm solutions to proactively innovate and solve 
for those risks, and make plans to put your solutions into place now.

Bringing departments together has the eff ect of breaking 
down silo walls just a little; thought experiments help shake staff  
members out of complacency; and brainstorming as a team gets 
everyone invested in the resulting ideas, breaking down resis-

1. More Members Are Signing Up.
Membership is looking up for associations, with 45 percent of respon-
dents reporting an uptick. Forty-one percent of respondents reported 
no change in membership, while only 14 percent saw a downtrend.

2. Publications Showcase Member Value. 
Associations say their fl agship publications aim to increase membership 
value (41 percent), demonstrate thought leadership (21 percent) and 
educate their members (11 percent).

3. Print Holds the Lead. 
About 75 percent of associations publish their fl agship publications in 
print magazine form, while 59 percent publish a digital version. Enews-
letters and journals (print and digital are equally popular) follow closely 
as the next preferential formats. However, no respondents reported 
converting their fl agship print publication to completely digital in the 
past year.

4. More Content Is Key.
A majority of respondents (91 percent) reported they distribute their 
fl agship publications in both print and electronic formats. Even so, 
47 percent of respondents say there’s more opportunity to leverage 
technology.

5. The Average Print Run Is …
Respondents reported they print an average 316,000 copies of their 
magazine annually. Per issue, respondents distributed an average of 
31,000 copies (free and paid). Nearly 70 percent of respondents post 
their full publication online, while only 18 percent post selected text. 
About half of respondents update the online content on a monthly basis. 

Social media is a big channel, with respondents active on Facebook 
(88 percent), Twitter (81 percent), LinkedIn (49 percent), Instagram (30 
percent) and YouTube (26 percent). Only 9 percent of respondents do 
not post any content on social media. 

6. Redesigning and Refreshing Matter.
Associations recognize the value of keeping publications current and 
fresh. About 31 percent of respondents redesigned their fl agship 
publication within the past 12 months. Almost half said they’re planning 
digital product launches in the next 12 months. 

7. Staffi ng Is the Top Challenge.
Nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of respondents report a lack of staff is their 
main challenge to maintaining their publication. Other challenges include 
a lack of advertising sales or publishing-related revenue (56 percent) and 
insuffi cient budget (42 percent). Nearly half (47 percent) say leveraging 
more technology is the next hurdle in the immediate future.

tance to implementation.
This small tweak to your M.O. might lead to major changes, such 

as overhauling your content strategy or recognizing that your mes-
sage isn’t just national, it’s global.

BROADEN YOUR BORDERS
We’re now truly a global community. Individuals and groups can 
connect and collaborate across borders in real time, using easy, free 
tools. Is your association part of this global movement? People in 
faraway lands could be benefi ting from the value your association 
provides, and your association could be benefi ting from insights 
(and members) from overseas. Yet global expansion is not even in 
most associations’ scope of thinking.

The global community is not only an opportunity, but also 
a threat. When potential members can fi nd the information, 
resources and community they need practically anywhere on the 
planet, the piece of the pie that belongs to your association sud-
denly shrinks. And no one likes getting tiny slices of pie.

If you’re wondering how you’ll ever fi nd the resources to go 
from local to global, here is some fabulous news: You don’t need 
to become a global association—you just need to think like one. 
Recognize global threats and opportunities, and generate ideas 
for jumping on opportunities and turning threats into advantages. 
(This would be a good topic for an interdepartmental thought 
experiment, by the way.)

“Change or die” is an expression that’s been around since at 
least 1710—and there’s a good reason the pithy phrase has endured. 
A failure to look to the future and change with the times has caused 
more associations to lose money and members than any recession 
you can name.  n

“You don’t need to 
become a global associa-
tion—you just need to think 
like one. Recognize global 
threats and opportuni-
ties, and generate ideas for 
jumping on opportunities 
and turning threats into 
advantages.”

—James Meyers, Futureproof: 
The 4 M’s That Redefi ne 
our Association’s Future

“75 
percent of 
associa-

tions 
publish 
their 

fl agship 
publications 

in print 
magazine 

form.”
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That Secret Sauce
Heard of McDonald’s Szechuan sauce? Back in 
the late ’90s, the golden arches released the spe-
cial condiment as a limited-time offer to accom-
pany the release of Disney’s Mulan. Fast-forward 
to 2017, when one of the characters from Cartoon 
Network’s animated sci-fi  sitcom Rick and Morty—
which has a big ole cult following—named the 
Szechuan sauce his raison d’être. Cue the show’s 
fans clamoring for McDonald’s to revive it. The 
burger chain listened, but what should have been 
a PR win went sour when the company massively 
underestimated the demand, leaving many fans 
sans sauce and angry enough to make headlines 
for rioting in McD’s stores.

Here’s where content comes in. McDonald’s 
ramped up Szechuan sauce supplies in Febru-

ary 2018, and in one of the most clever mea 
culpas we’ve seen, promoted the re-release with 
a parody investigative podcast that breaks down 
what exactly went wrong months earlier. Evoking 
the narration and interview styles of Serial and S-
Town, The Sauce spans three episodes to recount 
McDonald’s “Good Intentions,” “The Szechuan 
Sauce Riots” and “Making Amends.” It brings in 
the accounts of angry customers, apologetic Mc-
Donald’s communications pros and even EDM DJ 
Deadmau5, who bought a bottle of the Szechuan 
sauce on eBay for $15,000.

The zeitgeisty podcast balances humor, transpar-
ency and compelling storytelling, acknowledging 
the chain royally effed up in an entertaining, cultur-
ally relevant way. 

TRIPLE

To Masculinity, and Beyond!
As brands jump on the advocacy band-
wagon with what often ends up being 
hollow ads disguised as movement an-
thems (we’re still looking at you, Pepsi), 
Harry’s of shaving-razor fame manages 
to cut through the clutter with something 
that has depth. 

Its short fi lm, “A Man Like You,” explores 
social norms and perceptions around 
masculinity through the story of a boy 
who encounters a being from outer 
space taking in his fi rst impression of 
Earth. The two set out on a charmingly 
goofy mission to defi ne what it means to 
be a man. This includes fi nding the right 
clothes, shaving—the fi lm’s only refer-
ence to the Harry’s brand—and watching 
male gym rats get swoll. 

At one point, the boy says, “A man 
shouldn’t be afraid of anything,” to 
which the extraterrestrial responds, 
“Are you ever afraid?” The kid an-
swers, “Sometimes,” triggering the 
realization that traditional notions of 
masculinity—men should walk with a 
deep stride and know “stuff like cars, 
sports and how to give a good hand-
shake”—are B.S.

Released amid the #MeToo and 
#TimesUp movements, the video 
echoes the complex conversation 
America’s having about gender norms 
and expectations. And Harry’s isn’t 
just making the statement that “a good 
man is simply a good human.” It’s tak-
ing action, too. As part of the cam-
paign, the brand partnered with The 
Representation Project, a nonprofi t that 
fi ghts limiting and harmful stereotypes 
in the media. 

With such a progressive approach, the 
content and Harry’s overall M.O. set 
it apart in an industry saturated with 
imagery of lady-killing burlymen whose 
rugged facial hair can only be tamed 
by an equally tough razor.
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hit or miss hit or misshit or miss

Pass the Tissues
Dutch bank ING’s “Love Beats Money” is a touchy-
feely campaign aimed at spotlighting the damage 
fi nancial problems can wreak on relationships. At 
the heart of the campaign is a video that focuses 
on pairs of (real, non-actor) ex-friends and family 
members who have bumpy relationships due to 
money problems. Individuals from each pair are 
interviewed separately about their falling out. They 
share intimate details of the pain unpaid loans 
caused, and what they wish they could tell the other 
person. At the end of their interview, every partici-
pant is asked which is more important: money or 
love. Big surprise: Every person chooses love. Then 
they’re reunited with their estranged loved one. 
Warm embraces, tears and apologies ensue.

ING certainly isn’t the fi rst to tackle fi nancial 
stress. It’s also not the fi rst to explore the social 
experiment-style video. However, compared to 
Heineken’s “Worlds Apart” (in which people with 
opposing viewpoints come together over beer, 
because, sure, beer fi xes everything), ING’s role in 
the feel-good moment of its video—reconciliator—
is clearer and more sincere, though not directly 
stated: The brand wants to help people move 
past the negative impacts money has had on their 
relationships. Authentic? Yep. Relevant? Defi nitely. 
Emotional? Hell yes. That’s a content win, folks.

What the Cluck?
KFC faced a major logistics snafu in 
February when most of its 900 U.K. 
stores were without chicken. You read 
that right: The business that’s built its 
entire brand around fried chicken ran 
out of … chicken.

While the chain got nods in the ad 
world for its full-page “FCK” apology 
in The Sun and Metro, not all of its 
messaging was as well-executed. As 
if the shortage weren’t enough, the 
KFC U.K. & Ireland Twitter account 
gave Colonel Sanders another reason 
to roll over in his grave: bizarre tweets 
that beat the why-did-the-chicken-
cross-the-road joke to death, com-
plete with a GIF of a chicken bob-
bing its head. Fried chicken-hungry 
Brits likely appreciated the real-time 
updates about store reopenings and 
limited menus, but we’re guessing the 
last thing they wanted to see was the 
live, dancing version of their food.

DOUBLE STRIKEOUT
KKKKKKKKKKKK

KKKKKKKKKKKK
Chocolate? For Women? 
Groundbreaking.
During Women’s History Month in March, Hershey’s Brookside chocolate 
brands amped up its campaign to celebrate the accomplishments of older 
women—a demographic that’s rarely the target audience for candy compa-
nies. Doesn’t sound like a terrible idea, right? Well, here’s why we’re giving it 
the thumbs down.

Let’s start with the campaign’s name and associated hashtag: “#ThatsBallsy.” 
It’s attempting to cheekily associate Brookside’s main product—little balls of 
fruit fl avoring covered in dark chocolate—with the determination and spunk 
exhibited by the women at the center of the campaign. 

Brookside, it’s 2018. Why are you using “ballsy”—a crude term derived from 
male sex organs that conveys stale, sexist notions of power and bravery? Sure, 
#ThatsOvaries doesn’t quite roll off the tongue, but calling women “ballsy” 
basically suggests their accomplishments are so impressive, they’ve reached a 
degree of caliber only matched by male genitalia. Cue a big fat eye roll.

Moving on to the content: The campaign includes videos that star some legiti-
mate badasses: a former Go-Go’s bassist, the co-creator of The Daily Show, 
and a professional skateboarder and snowboarder, among others. But it fails 
to give us anything beyond a too-subtle nod at these women’s credentials and 
shots of them popping chocolate. We want to know more about them and 
hear their stories. Brookside’s site and social channels seem like prime spots 
for rich content built off the videos. As of International Women’s Day on March 
8, all they had is snooze-worthy, product-centric promos.
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the list

Semantic SEO
You’ve heard the term and you get the table stakes, but it 
can still be tough to keep up with search’s ever-evolving 
best practices. We’ve got your back. Here’s a list of 
leading voices to track for tips and updates. —Kyle Olson

Experts on the Wire 
Dan Shure’s weekly podcast featuring the 
best of the best on content marketing trends, 
SEO and social media. 

The Business of Digital 
This show highlights common SEO challenges 
and advice on digital marketing solutions.

Edge of the Web  
A savvy podcast focused on the bottom line of 
internet marketing for business leaders.

Social Pros   
Jay Baer, founder of Convince & Convert, helms 
an insightful podcast covering social media 
marketing trends and ideas and how they can 
impact your business.

This Old Marketing   
Content marketing godfathers Joe Pulizzi and 
Robert Rose bring a content-fi rst POV to SEO.
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PODCASTS

CONFERENCES

TOP NEWS SOURCES

THOUGHT LEADERS

RESOURCES FOR SEO NEWBIES

1

2

3

Search Engine Land 
www.searchengineland.com
All the news fi t to post.

Search Engine Journal 
www.searchenginejournal.com
Your SEO BFFs.

Search Engine Watch 
www.searchenginewatch.com
The go-to reference.

Pubcon 
www.pubcon.com

This conference is like walking into a private house party 
fi lled with the best SEO, PPC and content marketing minds. 
You’ll leave with actionable insights to apply to your own 
marketing initiatives.

MozCon
www.moz.com/mozcon

Moz’s annual conference boasts world-class speakers 
serving up smarts and takeaways that deliver,
regardless of the size of your business.

SMX
www.marketinglandevents.com/smx

Known as an elite SEM conference, SMX is a place where 
nerding out on SEO, PPC and all things digital marketing 
is celebrated. Some of the largest brands in the world are 
represented at this premier conference.

Inbound
www.inbound.com

Hosted by HubSpot, this conference zeroes in on the world 
of inbound marketing and attracts people using content as a 
cornerstone of modern marketing.

SearchLove
www.distilled.net/events

The long-running digital marketing conferences boast a 
heavy-hitting lineup of SEM thought leaders willing to share 
industry tips and insider knowledge to help your business 
get found.

NOT QUITE SURE 
ABOUT THIS WHOLE 
“SEMANTIC” THING?

Semantic SEO is the practice of optimizing 
content for the meaning and intent behind 
a search query. Prior to the semantic search 
shift, users would fi nd 1:1 pages directly related 
to the search term they entered. Now, “next 
phase” search results provide related relevant 
content—think knowledge graph results and 
answer cards.

Tips for making the most of your 
semantic SEO efforts.

•    Find users who crave your content, even 
if the search terms they’re using aren’t 
high-volume ones that typically drive 
a lot of traffic. Use long-tail keyword 
research for a more conversational 
approach to content development. 

•    Create “halo” content that complements 
your core topics of expertise. This content 
will expand your keyword reach beyond a 
niche keyword with a single piece of content.

•     Use a conversational tone where it feels 
natural. With the advent of voice search, 
conversations with technology trigger the 
need for content that clearly answers the 
query and matches the searcher’s intent. You 
may gain a competitive advantage by trying a 
tone and style that refl ects how people really 
talk in casual conversations.

Rand Fishkin 
(@rand� sh) 

Co-founder of Moz and an 
industry favorite. 

Annie Cushing  
(@anniecushing) 

Founder of Annielytics. A technical 
SEO genius who wrote the framework 
for a successful SEO audit.

Andy Crestodina 
(@crestodina) 

Co-founder of Orbit Media living at 
the intersection of content and SEO.

Larry Kim  
(@larrykim) 

Founder of WordStream and 
MobileMonkey. A true SEO unicorn.

Dan Shure  
(@dan_shure) 

Founder of Evolving SEO and the 
SEO equivalent of a Swiss army knife.

Wil Reynolds  
(@wilreynolds) 

Founder of Seer Interactive and 
the most no-nonsense, innovative 
SEO expert.
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Good Advice 
When you start a company, there is no end to the advice people will offer—much of 
it completely unsolicited. When we started Imagination, we heard everything from 
“you need better business cards” to “I have an uncle who...” When I need solid work 
advice, I still gravitate toward books. And, to this day, I am amazed at how much 
useless advice manages to get published. My aim with this column is to help you 
avoid bad books and discover the good ones offering worthy smarts for content 
marketers. —Rebecca Rolfes

Invisible Influence: The Hidden Forces That 
Shape Behavior 
by Jonah Berger

Jonah Berger, author of Contagious, follows up his best-seller 
with a dabble in sociology and psychology. More scientific 
books discuss how we make decisions and why we do the 
sometimes-crazy things we do. This book is less definitive than 
that and often comes off as wishy-washy. Berger throws a lot 
of stuff against the wall—how complexity affects influence, how 
waiters who repeat your order word for word get a better tip, 
why some managers plant a devil’s advocate in meetings to 
inspire more discussion—but a lot of it doesn’t stick. 

TAKEAWAY: Sort of interesting but ultimately not very convincing.

Explosive Growth: A Few Things I Learned While Growing 
to 100 Million Users—and Losing $78 Million 
by Cliff Lerner

I also want to have lunch with this guy. He says what he means, he seems 
to do what he wants and he’s really smart. Cliff Lerner is the co-founder and 
former CEO of SNAP Interactive, which launched the first dating app on 
Facebook (AreYouInterested, which became FirstMet.com). The book charts 
the meteoric growth—4,412 percent in four years—of the company, and 
throughout there are tips for “explosive” growth. The tone is a bit hokey, but 
this is such an entertaining read and the advice is so spot on, so who cares? 

TAKEAWAY: If you want to know what happened to the $78 million, you’ll 
have to read the book—but you ought to anyway.

Design Is Storytelling 
by Ellen Lupton

An author I want to have lunch with is Ellen Lup-
ton, senior curator of contemporary design at the 
Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum. 
She begins her book with an intriguing question. 
If design is problem solving—the iconic New York 
subway map, for instance—“what about beauty, 
feeling and sensation? What about humor, 
conflict and interpretation?” To tell a story, how 
can you add depth, complexity and humanity 
without words? The book is thought-provoking, 
funny and sometimes admonishing. You will 
immediately look at the world around you in a dif-
ferent way, seeing designs that speak to you and 
others that just sit there. 

TAKEAWAY: You’ll never look at an infograph-
ic or a shampoo bottle the same way.

Advances in National Brand and Private Label Marketing, proceedings from the 
2017 International Conference on National Brand & Private Label Marketing

A textbook is probably not your first choice when looking for new ideas. Academic works are not 
written for the casual reader and may prompt unpleasant flashbacks of Marketing 101. However, 
these proceedings are interesting, mercifully short and based on empirical research. For example, 
customers who shop offline will complain in-store if they have a problem while those who shop 
online will complain online. Online complaints will be more explicit (and probably more painful) but 
typically come from the most committed customers. The truth hurts, but it’s because they love you. 

TAKEAWAY: More credible than anything you’ll find from a marketing consultant with guru delusions.

Social Media: 2017 
Marketing Tools for 
Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, YouTube, 
Instagram & Beyond 
by Jason McDonald, Ph.D. 

This book by Jason McDonald, an 
expert on driving traffic and brand 
extensions, is more of a sales tool for 
his business. In the first three pages 
he outlines how you can get more via 
his website and social media pages, 
register your toolbook to access live 
links of the tools listed or sign up 
for one of his courses. Then it is a 
140-page list of URLs separated by 
category—blogs, Pinterest, YouTube, 
etc.—with one-sentence descriptors 
and ratings. There are also periodic 
cryptic messages in this analog de-
vice touting digital tools. On page 28, 
“Intentionally left blank—ponder it.”

TAKEAWAY: This is not a book; it’s 
a self-published company catalog.

get smart
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Big mistakes can lead to big business: The idea for 
Away was born out of a travel disaster. 

While hustling through an airport in Zurich 
four years ago, Jen Rubio’s roller bag exploded. The 
replacement options around the terminal were 
limited to $700 luxe cases or $40 cheapo bags. 
Whether through divine intervention or a pack-
ing miscalculation, Rubio’s busted bag became the 
inspiration for Away, purveyor of products designed 
to aff ordably make traveling easier. 

In 2016, Rubio combined her talent with 
co-founder Steph Korey (the pair met at Warby 
Parker, the uber-arbiter of cool eyewear online) 
to launch Away. Together, the duo brought their 
branding and supply chain expertise to break new 
ground in the travel industry—going on to sell 
more than 300,000 suitcases since launching their 
New York-based company.

FAILURE FUELS SUCCESS
When Rubio and Korey set their sights on disrupt-
ing the consumer luggage market, their fi rst move 
was to deep-study their future customers. Before, 
during and after launching, Away’s team inter-
viewed hundreds of people to learn what they like 
(and don’t like) about traveling.

“Owning the relationship with every customer 
is a huge advantage for us, and allows us to respond 
to our customers’ needs in a way that can be much 
harder for legacy brands,” Rubio explains. “We 
created Away for everyone who loves to travel. As di-
verse and as wide as these consumers are, they have 
one thing in common: They’re looking to have a more 
seamless trip. Our promise is to provide products and 
experiences that make that a reality, which in turn 

inspires and empowers them to travel more.”
Away’s research helped it deliver on this promise, 

and nail the brand’s design and marketing. So much 
so that when Away’s original suitcase line launched 
in 2016, it sold out immediately.

“Failure is part of building a business, especially 
when you’re creating something that doesn’t have 
a clear playbook to follow, like in the case of Away,” 
says Rubio.

SUCCESS IS IN THE BAG
So how do you make a bag business about more than 
just a carry-on? 

After Away introduced its prototype suitcase, 
Rubio longed to create more travel products that 
tapped into a deeper desire for exploration, wander-
lust and connecting with new cultures. 

That’s when content marketing entered Away’s 
success story. “The link between a good product 
and a good brand is emotion,” explains Rubio. “And 
providing context around what you can do with the 
suitcase—versus focusing on its features—is key to 
connecting the two.”

The Away team embarked on a series of bold 
marketing moves: Its members tapped social to 
create community, built live retail experiences and 
launched a magazine, podcast and blog to tell their 
story and create “context” for the brand.

my favorite mistake

A bag blunder led Jen Rubio, 
Away co-founder and chief 
brand offi cer, to launch a line 
of “thoughtful” luggage with a 
content marketing engine that 
packs a punch

By Eva Yusa

Away We Go 

ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU’RE 
CREATING SOMETHING THAT 

DOESN’T HAVE A CLEAR 
PLAYBOOK TO FOLLOW, LIKE 

IN THE CASE OF AWAY.

”

MASTER SOCIAL.
“On social, organic posts and user-generated content have really 
taken off  because people want to share their travels,” says Rubio. 
“We receive photos and videos of Away bags from all over the 
world. We love seeing this type of content because it illustrates 
the context around travel—what you can do with your bag, where 
it can take you, what it can enable you to do.”

To expand the context around the brand, Away took a page from Warby 
Parker and opened brick-and-mortar stores in select markets. “There’s 
something really special about the physical experience—visitors can 
touch and feel our suitcases to see what makes them so diff erent, but 
they can also attend one of our in-store events.” (Think yoga classes, 
concerts and live recordings of the Airplane Mode  podcast, which 
we’ll come back to). In fact, Rubio says, “the majority of the space in 
the stores isn’t even dedicated to our products—we don’t view them as 
luggage stores, but as places to inspire people to book their next trip.”

Rubio and team pulled big levers in the content marketing machine, 
and they did so in style. Their goal? To have Away’s storytelling 
strategy accompany every leg of their users’ consumer journeys.

Perhaps the most ambitious, yet right-fi t content marketing 
endeavor by Away is Here . The perfect bound, bespoke 80-plus page 
magazine distributed via the Away website is a travel pub with high-
fashion-mag-caliber photography and top-tier bylines. Contributors 
include veteran writers from Conde Nast, National Geographic and 
Vogue . Strikingly, Here  stretches beyond the basic “eat-this, pack-that” 
fodder one might expect in a  travel guide. The pub captures personal 
stories in a way that makes the reader want to be a part of the experi-
ence—with their Away bag in tow, of course.

“In our minds, what inspires people to travel isn’t a list of sights 
or destinations—it’s the stories that people bring back from their 
trips,” says Rubio. 

Tapping into the rising popularity of podcasts, the 10-episode 
fi rst season of Airplane Mode  features interviews with expats and 
travelers sharing personal stories and tips, making far-fl ung desti-
nations more accessible. 

“All of our content—and everything we do as a company—is driven 
by the desire to inspire more people to travel. We know that exposure to 
diff erent cultures and perspectives has the power to make you a bet-
ter, more empathetic person, so we share a broad range of stories 
and experiences through our own perspective,” says Rubio.

No mistake there: More stories equals more wanderlust equals 
more travel-product buyers. Wherever her dynamic young company 
dares to go next, Rubio (passport always in hand) is ready to experi-
ment, test, redesign and storytell her way to continued success.

“FAILURE IS 
PART OF 

BUILDING A 
BUSINESS,

STEP 
1: 

STEP 
2: 

STEP 
3: 

PROVIDE A KILLER RETAIL EXPERIENCE.

TELL COMPELLING STORIES.
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Calling all content marketing thought leaders!

Check out imagineNation, our content hub and content marketing play-
ground at imaginepub.com. You’ll fi nd tons of insider industry smarts and big 
ideas, including:

IT TAKES IMAGINATION podcast
Tune in each month as we talk shop with top content marketers serving up 
insider smarts and creative inspiration over a great Chicago beer.

THE GREAT MAGAZINE MARKETING MAKEOVER 
Learn nine ways print magazines can use digital to foment FOMO.

FUTUREPROOF YOUR ASSOCIATION
Download our new whitepaper on the four M’s that will redefi ne how you com-
municate: member value, myopia, millennials and messaging.

DESIGN RULES FOR A GAME-CHANGING CONTENT HUB
What’s the UX and design strategy behind adidas’ gorgeous GamePlan A? 
Senior designer Anastasia Lyutikova provides a master class.
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